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Making a
Difference
Jacqueline Pruder (left) and
Rachel Kudzia are succeeding at
EMU through dedication, talent
and the support of alum1i. Both
are current recipients of the
EMU Alumni Associatior
Scholarship, which recognizes
tradition by helping current stu
dents from families with at
least one EMU graduate.
Through the generosity of
alumni and other EMU sJpport
ers, 12 renewable schola-ships
were awarded this year. Your
contributions are makin� a dif
ference every day. Thank you.

�. MICHIGAN ,.

EJ.STERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY

How to make a difference:

..,.. I\1ake a direct contribution to the EMU Alurrni
Ass::>ciation Scholarship Fund or attend an eve-it that
sup:)orts it, such as the May 10 47th Annual Alumni
Awards Din1er. For more information on the scholarship
fund, visit ernich.edu/alumni/awards/scholar.html.

..,.. <:::et an ErJ1U vcnity plate from the state of IV ichigan. The
fee s $35 in addition to your annual vehicle registration
fee. Of the $35, $25 supports alumni scholarships and pro
gramming i1itiafr1es. For more information, pl3ase visit

emich.edwalumni/programs/license.html.

EMU Alumni Association
emich.edu/alumni/association
734.487.0250
alumni.relations@emich.edu
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Future alumni tune-up Exemplar

T

hanks co three future alumni, the performance of th..s
magazine is moving into a higher gear. These cur
rent srudenrs recently rook on Exemplctr as a "client."
Their assignment: devise a plan co increase the magazine's
visibility and long-term viability. The students - Jared
Gierucki, Charnika Jett and Sara Sanders - were mem
bers of a fall semester course titled "Writing for Public
Relations," caught by Melissa Morschall, a professor 111 the
public relations program.
I volunteered co serve as a client so the students could
apply their skills and knowledge in communications, mar
keting and public relations. (This field experience is an
example of the growing use of Academic Service-Learning
at EMU, a process that breaks down the so-called walls
between theoretical classroom learning and practical real
world experience.) First, a little about the team:
Gierucki 1s a junior from Hartland, Mich., majoring 111
journalism. He expects to graduate in December.
Jett is a senior from Detroit, majormg ir.
journalism. She also expects co graduate
in December. And Sanders is a senior
from Fowlerville, Mich., majonng 111
public relations. She expects to
graduate in April.
So what did this PR rear:i
accomplish and how will it affect
what you read) First, we devel
oped a comprehensive online sur
vey co be sent electronically in
January. The survey will go co all
EMU alumni with e-mail addresses on file
with the EMU Foundation. The survey will
gauge your reading habits with the magazine, as well as
opinions on such copies as subscripr10n fees and magazine
display and classified advems1ng. When compiled, t:ie
results will be the most comprehensive reader survey since
the magazine launched in September 2003.
Second, the group created and implemented a plan to
increase the magazine's visibility among current studen:s,
particularly seniors. The tactics included schedul111g an inter
view for me co appear on the campus student radio station
(WQBR) and staffing an information table and answen:,g
questions of passers-by inside the EMU Student center. (As
an 111centive co get students to stop, we ordered green
Exemplar-emblazoned stress balls (see mset, above), whJCh I'm
sure came m handy during finals week.
Lastly, they put on their reporters' caps and researched a
senes of articles regarding tattoos and the current EMU stu
dent body. They found students with tattoos and conducted
interviews wirh them as well as tattoo parlor owners. (The
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Setting the course: From left: Charnika Jett, myself,
Jared Gierucki and Sara Sanders.
articles will appear in the spring issue of Exemj1lar, which is
scheduled co arrive in homes in early May.)
Working w1ch Jared, Charnika and Sara reminded me
rime and aga111 of my own undergraduate years on campus.
All of us shared a common challenge: balancing the rigors of
classwork with the demands of holding outside jobs. (Every
student on my ream worked at leasr 20 hours a week ac an
outside job). That reality seems as prevalent today among
EMU students as it was 20-plus years ago.
Sara 1s scheduled to become the first of the group co move
onto the Exemplar subscriber rolls when she graduates in
April. When she and the other team members gee their first
issue, they will no doubt take pnde knowing chat the maga
zine 1s better because of their collective efforts. And co think:
the ink will hardly be dry on their diplomas. .Y

Exemplar stumbles at the finish line

Wasn't it a great year for EMU sports
teams? Makes me proud! But I am con
fused. When I look at the picture in
Exemplar (fall issue, page 14), I count eight
trophies or plaques and the absence of one
for the Indoor Track and Field
Championship. So, there were actually nine
MAC championships? Or was
the picture doctored to
include the baseball team?
As a letterwinner during
the mid-1970s on both
indoor and outdoor track
and field teams and one of
the captains of the 1977
teams, I think it is very
important that the picture
reflect the great accomplish
ments of the athletes and
coaches of these teams. I
guess we can say that EMU
won the "triple crown" of the world's old
est sport: cross country, indoor track and
field and outdoor track and field.
In this time of dropping what some
consider "minor" sports like track and
field, we need to make sure the great
accomplishments of these sports is known
throughout the EMU alumni community!
J. Phillip Strekal ('77)
Track team, 1974-77

(Editor's note: Yes, we got it wrong. In our
haste to beat our collective chests, we
placed the baseball plaque on the page.
Although the baseball team won the MAC
West Division, it lost in the championship
game. The correct track plaque is above.)

'Pinhead' author pens a thank you

I received a copy of Exemplar in the mail
today and was pleasantly surprised to
see my book, Pinhead, featured in the
"Authors" pages, for which I thank you.
(That's me and my wife of 40 years on
the book's cover, from our Ferris State
years.) This was my first peek at your
magazine, which I immedi
ately sat down and read all
the way through.
I was a part-time com
muter student at EMU dur
ing the early '70s when I was
teaching English at Monroe
(Mich.) County Community
College. I resigned from
MCCC in 1976 to go back
into the Army. In 1978, I was
stationed in Augsburg,
Germany, and, by mail (and
this was long before e-mail),
got some help from an EMU counselor,
who pulled all my credits together and
told me what I needed for another mas
ter's degree. It turned out to be just one
more required class, which I was able to
pick up from Boston University (overseas)
and transfer to EMU. So I finished my
degree in absentia while "fighting the Cold
War" in Germany.
Writing has been a great experience
for me. I have gotten to know a number of
other great writers and the hundreds of
letters and e-mails from readers has also
been a bit overwhelming. I think I'll keep at
it. Thanks again for plugging my book.
Tim Bazzett ('78)
www.RatholeBooks.com
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Kimberly Sandoval
Exemplar is proud to welcome Kimberly Sandoval, an EMU
senior from Ann Arbor majoring in journalism. She reports
on a wide range of topics in this issue, a 1d we plan to get
the most mileage out of her before she �raduates later this
year. She plans to pursue a master's degree in journalism.
Her former employment experiences were in public rela
tions, market research and industry anal·,sis. She has
worked for BBDO Detroit, R.L. Polk & Co , United Way of
Southeastern Michigan and Walt Disney 'Norld.
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The Compos Scene

A sampling of recent guests who spoke on campus
Richard L. Baird, global managing partner - .,.
human capital for PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP.
delivered the W inter Commencement address Dec.
17. Baird worked at EMU in the early 1970s c.S
director of alumni relations. Today, he is respon
sible for human resources (including internati:::>nal
assignments) and learning and educaticn for
PricewaterhouseCoopers' 150,000 partners
and staff.
.,. Becky Anderson, e:<ecutive director of
HandMade in Americc., addressed gras!roots
leadership in an Oct. 6 speech and how it car
grow and preserve lo,:al economies. Her
Ashville, N.C., company promotes the contem
porary crafts industry

Harptallica, featuring Ashley Toman .,.
(left) and Patricia Kline, performed
Sept. 17 at the EMU Student Center.
The Cleveland, Ohio-based harpist
duo are touring the country playing
songs from the heavy-metal band
Metallica - on their harps. EMU was
the first stop of the tour.

.,. Sherman Alexie, a prolific novelist, poet and screenr;:lay
writer, spoke Nov. 5 at the EMU Student Center. He has
been hailed as one of the best writer� of his generaticn. The
New Yorker named him one of the top 20 writers for the
21st Century. In his lectures, he tells oles of contemporary
American Indian life laced with razor-:harp humor, un�eti:ling
candor and biting wit.
.,. Myles Brand, president of the Natonal Collegiate Athletic
Association, toured campus Sept. 18 3nd gave an addrzss at
Welch Hall. "The United States is th� only country ir the
world to integrate sports into its academics. In
our culture, sports play a key role," 1e said.
.,. Pablo Davis, artist and Detroi: com
munity organizer, visited Oct. 4 as part of
Hispanic Heritage Month. He is :he last
living member of the team of ar:ists that
worked with Diego Rivera on tre
"Detroit Industry" mural at the Detroit
Institute of Arts.
6
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Presidential search
moving forward

T

he search is under way for the 22nd
president in Eastern Michigan Uni
versity's 159-year history.
The eight-member EMU Board of
Regents voted unanimously July 16 co end
the contract of John A. Fallon, III, as presi
dent. Donald A. loppnow, who was provost
and vice president for academic affairs, was
named co a new position (provost and execu
tive vice president) and handed day-co-day
leadership.
To help in its search, rhe board retained
Compass Group, a Birmingham, Mich.-based
company chat provides executive search,
executive interim management and manage
ment consulting services. The company is
working with the board and its 12-person
Presidential Search Advisory Committee.
The committee's co-chairs are Roy
Wilbanks ('70), vice chair of the regents, and
fellow board member Jim Stapleton. Ocher
members are: Glenda Price, retired president
of Marygrove College in Detroit; Winnie
Garrett, director of human resources,
Washtenaw Intermediate School District;
Russ Larson, president, EMU Faculty
Council; Kirk Profit ('75), director,
Governmental Consulting Services; Bert
Greene ('55), president, EMU Emeritus
Faculty Association; Robert Neely, associate
provost and associate vice president for
research at EMU; Eric]. Brown ('03), presi
dent-elect of the EMU Alumni Association;
William Morris ('64, '68), past chair, EMU
Foundation Board of Trustees; Greg Jones,
student body president; and James Carroll,
associate professor of physics (representing
the American Association of University
Professors).
"This is an exceptionally strong commit
tee, both in terms of its diversity and expe
rience," said Thomas W. Sidlik, chairman of
the EMU Board of Regents. "The board is
confident in their ability of fulfilling che
cask of making recommendations for the
board's ultimate consideration." l9

(For more on the search,
emich.edulpresidentialsearch.)

visit

A conversation with Phil Rufe ('90)
0: Why was your position created,
and what do you want to achieve?

A: Eastern Michigan U111vers1cy belongs co
che Muln-Universicy Technological and
Expertise Assets Management for
Enterprise Development project, or U
TEAMED as ic is called. Jc is a collabora
tion of Michigan Technological Universicy,
EMU, Central M1ch1gan University and
Oakland University co advance che tech
nology transfer and research missions of che
partner schools. The program leverages the
experience and infrastructure of Michigan
Technological University in applied
research and technology transfer co support
the remain111g partners, whose research
programs and related technology transfer
and i nduscnal collaboracion-infrascruccures
are sn II developmg
T he project was inJtiaced 111
September 2004 with partial fundmg
from a MTTC (the Michigan Technology
Tri-Corridor) grant through the
M1ch1gan
Economic
Development
Corporation.
To facilitate 111vencion disclosures and
develop further research ac che partner
schools, a two-year technology transfer
position ac each of the schools is being
funded by the U-TEAMED proJecc. My
technology transfer coord1naror position.
which is a full-time release from reaching
responsibilic1es, began May 1, 2007, and
will end April 30, 2009. Excend111g the
posic1011 beyond then Will need co be con
sidered.
0: What are your goals?

A: My goals are co educate che EMU
community with regard co technology
transfer opporcunines, scimulace inno
vation and create an mnovace culcure
on campus. More speCtfically, I wane
EMU co realize its pocencial in terms of
mvention disclosures, parents, licenses,
royalty mcome, economic development
and the beneficial impact on the commu
nity and general public.

0: Why has technology
t�ansfer become an impor
t:int issue to EMU?

A: I can't say for certain, but
I believe technology transfer
tas always been an 1mporcanc
iJsue. I don't believe the
University has had the
r::sources to make 1c happen.
The U-TEAMED partner
ship and the resources ic pro
"ides is allowing us to defin
I cively pursue technology
transfer.
0: How does the technolo
gy transfer process work?

A: This is the general
process. First, the inventor
(faculcy, students or employ
ees) completes an invention
disclosure form
�nd submtts

any publicat1on and/:)r pres
entation made or co l::e made.
Second, EMU's Orrice of
Research Development wtll
deCtde if the disclos .1re will
be forwarded co U-TEAMED
for addinonal assessmenc.
Third, U-TEAMED (Mich:
gan Tech) will asEess che
technology's commeccial via
bdi cy.
If favorable, the Univer
sity will proceed with a
parent application. Once
the technology is ixocected
by a parent, it can then be
licensed co a corr mercial
enterpnse. A licerse will
generate royalty inmme for
both che Universtty and the
invencor(s). The royalty
share co the mven.:or(s) is
defined m che Unrversity's
technology transfer policy,
which was approvec. by che
EMU Board of Regents chis
past year.
0: You've been tea::hing at
EMU since 1990. How do
you
balance
tl!aching
responsibilities with your
research agenda?

A: Balancing ceachng and
research is not easy. My
strategy for balanci,g chem
involves performing research
related co my ceachi ,g mcerescs and assignmercs. Also,
I cake my exi= eriences
while
working
with
clients on sponsored
research and find applica
tions in the undergraduate
and graduate courses I reach.
Inc�gracing teaching and research,
where possible, has a posiciv= impact
on clients, students, myself and the
Uni-:cersity. �
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Opening IT doors for Detroit youth

After complenon of the MYTC program, scudencs will
receive cemficarion for their newly obca111ed skdls from the
Environmental Systems Research Inscirure, a leader in GIS mod
eling and mapping software and technology. Collaboracmg w1Ch
By Ki m be r l y S a n doval
EMU on rhe project are Detroit Public Schools (DPS), che City
hrough an $890,000 National Science Foundation gram,
of Detroit Homeland Security and Emergency Management, and
Eascern Michigan University 1s helping l OC high
Environmental System Research Institute.
school scudencs from Decro1t prepare foe
Together, chey wdl educate scudencs on GIS and
information technology careers in che areas of
computer emergency response ream operations.
facility managemenc and homeland security.
The goal is co help scudents gain needed skills
EMU will use funding from the chree
for future employment. Depend111g on
year granc to create the Decroic Mayor's
che level of success, che pro
Youch Technology Corps (MYTC).
gram may serve as a model for
Participants will complete a series of
involving youths in acq u i r 
courses and 120 hours of practical cra111ing new, highly sought skills
ing experience through a paid summer
and in pursuing pose-secondary
internship. They also gee the chance to dual
educanonal opporcun1Cies.
entoll at EMU through its informanon assurance
The recruited students will receive about 250
program within the School of
hours of training and hands-on
Technology Studies. Along the
experience during che two-year pen
od. They will be trained in GIS,
way, EMU will introduce che Jun
iors and seniors co a range of tech
informac10n assurance and compurer
emergency response ream opera
nologies, from geographic infor
tions. They also serve a summer
manon systems (GIS) to computer
111rernsbip with a Cicy of Derroic
forensics.
department or contractor.
Leading the project are profes
sors Yichun Xie and Gerald "Skip"
''There's a tremendous need
for trained minority appliLawver ('73, '87). Professor Xie, 111
cants 111 the IT field," said
addition to being head of EMU's
Professor L-iwver. Fifteen maJor gov
Deparrmenc of Geography and
ernment agencies are pursuing
Geology, is director of che
applJCants, he added.
minorny
University's Inscicuce for Geospa
DPS will help recnur scudents,
cial Research and Education Safety first: EMU's Xie (top) and Lawver wrote
find tuition marches for dual-enroll
(IGRE). Professor Lawver is based the grant thct is heli:ing Detroit hig h school stu
skills.
IT
marketable
and
specialized
learn
dents
ment credits and provide students
in the College of Technology's
academic advising. Two EMU grad
School of Technology Studies and 1s
uate and undergraduate students will help cucor DPS students.
an instructor at EMU's Center for Regional and National Security.
GIS plays a crucial role 111 che project and plays into EMU's
"The program will leverage online learning environments,
strengths as host co IGRE. GIS will serve as an important cool,
online mencoring and support activities as well as direct face-co
nor only for reaching scudents where and how buddings and
face training co engage che students in STEM (science, technolo
roads are laid our, bur also in helping chem learn about regional
gy, engineering and math) learnmg in an urban communicy
and environmental issues. For example, scudents will see how
based problem-solving env1ronmenc," said Professor Xie, the
neighborhoods are created, weather patterns occur and urban
gram's director. "This sore of fa r -reaching effort 1s especially need
sprawl is advancing, Professor Lawver said.
ed for srudencs in economically disadvantaged urban areas since
Through case studies and applying GIS techniques, students
they generally have few experiences w1.ch informac on cechr:olo
will learn how co plan evacuations during disasters and ocher cri
gies in real-world situations, especially for emergency and c risis
sis s1cuac1ons. In che process, students will interpret math and
management."
sCience data, write a shore paper and apply intelligence analysis
The program beg111s with 50 scudents chis summer; a second
co a particular region, Professor Lawver added. �
50 will enter in 2009.

National Science Foundation grant
introduces students to possibilities

T
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Studyina the brownfield effect

;,;J..,;L.-..:.:..��BlllE=...a:::i:�11:R @

T

wo EMU professors are looking across :tv.=ich1gan to study how
Brown to green: The study wil l examine how more
sites, such as the Grand Haven Power Plant (left) on the
coastal brownfield sites - contaminated land m proximity to
Grand River at Lake Michigan, can be reclaimed and
the state's Great fakes shoreline - can be cleaned or contained
returned to productive use, such as a developmer;t proj
and made econonucally productive again. Browr:fields are "abandoned,
ect
at Grand Traverse Bay (right).
idled or underused mduscrial or commercial fucil1cies where expansion
or redevelopment is complicated by real or perceived environmental
Professor Welsh said.
concamjnaeion."
A database of sites was acquired from che Michigan
Department of Environmental Quality based on projeecs chat
Professors Bill Welsh and Robert J )nes, both of the
Department of Geography and Geology, will study coastal
have received fundmg over che past 20 years from varic,us state
brownfield redevelopment projects 111 order to help elected offi
brownfield redevelopment programs, Professor Welsh Sc.id.
oals and ocher policymakers learn the keyi. co suc
Michigan has 4 1 coastal counties with rundreds
of brownfield sires chat can benefit from cleanup
cess. The professors will make specific use of geo
Michigan hos 41
graphJC 111formacwn systems (GJS) and ocher geogra
and redevelopment. Currencly, no one in Michigan
coostol counties
phy-oriented technology under a c.vo-year,
has done chis cype of work on this level t•J collect
with hundreds oJ and analyze data about brownfields. To the besc of
$298,000 grant from the Michigan Sei Grant
brownfield sites
College Program.
their knowledge, no one has ever undertaken such a
comprehensive examination of coastal brC>,,-vnfields
This project is based on a speofic research model
thot con benefit
- 111cegraced assessment - chat exam111es the causes,
111 Michigan. The project will help to add-ess how
from clean up ond
consequences and potential corrective acc10rs related
the state spends its money and how ic uses its lim
redevelopment.
ited resources, said Professor Jones.
co che clean up and redevelopment of coastal brown
fields. Understanding faccors of past successful
Brownfields represent a complex challe1-ge faced
brownfield redevelopment will help establi�h best practices.
by many urban commu111c1es in Michigan. Redevelorment of
Integrated assessment requires comprehensive research
these sires reduces pressure on non-urbanized land, -.vhICh is
espeCially valuable along che Great Lakes shoreline.
involving natural soences, soCial soences and policy and man
agement perspectives, and focuses on soluti:ms that are scientif
Cur:encly, Professors Welsh and Jones are compiling and ana
ically and technically sound as well as pracncal.
lyzing data, researching background on brownfield re:levelop
"The idea is co learn from past exptnences in order co
menc i::rojeccs m M1Ch1gan and assessing how co score a_·lCI make
improve future redevelopment efforts. We wane co see where
accessible the information. Once completed, the resul:s of t:ie
we've been and what worked and what didn't, and then create
project will be made available co researchers and polic:7 makers
cools that will help us improve rede\elopment success,"
- Kimberly Sandoval
in ocher srates. �
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EMU program
draws nurses
into teaching

By Kimberly Sandoval

tudents like Sommer Eagle ('03) may one day 1:aelp che
stare of Michigan eliminate 1cs shortage of nurseE. Eagle,
already a registered nurse and Eastern M.ichigan
University alumna, decided to give herself more career opnons
by continuing her education in a master's program in nursmg
and through a unigue, grant-funded certificate p-ogram:
"Teaching In Health Care Systems."
Michigan has an estimated 1 1 7 ,000 licensed registerrcl nurs
es, but is facing a shortage of abouc 70,000 registered 1-..irses in
the years ahead. To meet chat challenge, cwo c:iings need to
occur: more srudencs need co pursue careers as nurses and
more classrooms and professors need to be a::lcled to
prepare chem.
Recencly, EMU collaborated with Dearborn,
Mich.-based Oakwood Healthcare Sys-em co
i ntroduce more current nurses co car=ers as
teachers i n the field. The program was furded by
a $61,091 grant from the Michigan departments
of Community Health and Labor and
Economic Growcl1. EMU provi,clecl an
additional $47 ,4 5 3 .
F i fteen nursing sudent� , who
had already earned bache lor or
master degrees 111 nursinb-, were
recruirecl co participate in the
1 2 -cred i c (four courses) .::ercifi
cace program, said _ aom i
Ervin, cl i rector o f EMU's School
of Nursing.
"We know there's a shortage of
nurses nationwide," Professcr Ervin
said. "Thar's alarming. Even more
alarmmg 1s che shortage of 1rnrsmg

S

Healthy options: Sommer

Eagle ('03) i s working on 1er
second nursing-related degree
from E M U. A recent program
introduced her to teaching
options in the field.
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Ervin, Williams honored

Two members of the EMU School of Nursing recently
were honored for individual and lifetime achievements.
Naomi Ervin, the school's di rector,
was honored with the Ruth B. Freeman
Award for contributions to Public Health
Nursing. The Public Health section of the
American Public Health Association
gives the award. In addition, Professor
Ervin was inducted into the National
Academies of Practice (NAP) as a Distinguished
Practitioner-Member. The NAP was founded in 1981 to
recognize the need for interdisciplinary collaboration i n
health care. Only 1 50 distinguished members c a n be
elected to membership, so selection is an honor.
M ichael Williams, an associate pro
fessor of nursing, was named one of
six regional winners of the 2007
Nursing Spectrum Excellence Awards.
Recipients are chosen in six categories:
advancing and leading the profession,
clinical care, community service, man
agement, and mentoring and teaching. Professor
Williams was the recipient in the teaching category.
The awards recognize the extraordinary contributions
nurses make to their patients, each other and the profes
sion. Nomi nators submit information about nurses' pro
fessional roles, contributions to the nursing profession
in general and specific examples that demonstrate the
candidate's excellence in a chosen category. Regional
winners are then judged against others winners from
across the nation for " Nurse of the Year" honors.

faculty co train more nurses. Ir is nochmg shore of critical."
(To further meet chose challenges, EMU recently approved a
-iew doccoral program. Graduates will be awarded a Ph.D. i n
xlucanonal studies with a concentration m nursing eclucacion or
.1rban education.)
J n the cerci ficace program, sruclencs developed skills 111
-:urriculum developmenc, teaching strategies and curriculum
�valuation. They also had co complete 1 3 5 practicum hours
-:;virh a nursing faculty member as a way co gam hands-on
-eaching experience.
"I really like co teach," said Eagle, who earned a bachelor of
nursing degree from EMU 111 2003 and who works for Blue
Cross Blue Shield of Michigan In the area of disease manage
menr. "The exposure I had as pare of chis four-course program
has given me a greater apprecianon for teaching, and a greater
_incerest in pursumg it as a career. " She expects co complete her
111ascer's in nursing w1cl1 a focus on adult healch programs, m
.,\priL
During the program's pracocum hours, Eagle was assigned
oo scudenc-ceach a health-assessment class of EMU undergrad-

uate nursing scudencs. Her practicum
hours included time preparing and giving
lecmres as well as working in a lab associ
ated with the class. Additional hours were
met by grading quizzes and tests and
attending meetings and conferences.
Professor April Bigelow was her precepror;
her supervisor was Professor Berey Beard.
Boch are from the School of Nursing.

T

h.rough scudenc teaching, Eagle learned
co work with scudencs ac various expe
rience levels. The experience helped her
own developmenc, roo, by giving her che
chance co apply lessons from her classes co
chose she caught. The certificate program
also broadened her understanding of the
work involved in preparing and giving a
lecture. Essentially, she was allowed the
opportunity co cry on che life of a professor.
Nurses in the certificate program were
recruited from che Oakwood Healthcare
System, local hospitals, health-care sys rems
in the area and schools of nursing. Classes
were conducted in traditional and non-tra
ditional settings through weekend work
shops and online lectures at Oakwood
facilities, EMU and clinical settings.
Eagle began her bachelor's studies in
1999 and has always appreciated che
University's alternative education meth
ods. Working and accending school full

time was possible due co evening, off-site
and online courses. She joined BC/BS in
December 2002 and also worked at Sc.
Joseph Mercy Hospital from 2003-05 in
the cardiac/coronary incensive care unit.
She credits Professor Beard as a key
i nfluence in her decision ro concinue her
studies through the pose-bachelor's cer
cificace and the master's programs. The
certificate program has allowed her to
develop new skills and enhance existing
ones. With chis program, she has more
options in the nursing field - and more
chances to succeed.
"No maccer what age we are, I believe
we all have something co learn from each
ocher. I appreciate chat EMU also promotes
rhac same philosophy throughout all my
classes," Eagle said.
EMU professors Beard, Barbara Scheffer
('01), Lisa Wiswell, Sandra Nelson and
Michael Williams caught all rhe required
courses for the certificate and have been
instrumental in preparing smdenrs for che
field of reaching.
"Developing a cadre of nurses who are
prepared for clinical teaching will be a
resource for all schools of nursing in south
eastern Michigan," Professor Ervin said.
"We'll have a prepared pool of insrruccors
available for when faculty begin co retire in
greater numbers in the next decade." �

State checkup: Michigan has an estima-ed 117,000 licensed registered nurses, but

is facing a shortage of about 70,000 reg stered nurses in t h e years ahead.

TOP RATED
Citino wins online poll

German history isn't just a course that
Robert Citino teaches. It's hiE livelihood
and passion. That passion and his love
of teaching have
now paid off
again. This fall,
Professor Citino
was the highest
rated professor
in America by
ratemyprofes
sors.com, an
online student
rating services.
" I don't know
if I'm even the
best teacher in Ypsilanti, but this is quite
pleasing;• said Professor Citino, an
internationally known milita1-y historian.
In the online poll, studerls cited his
lectures and enthusiasm. Colleagues
shared in the praise. "He is the best pro
fessor I have ever seen;· sai:l Martin 8.
Shichtman, professor of English, who
c o -teaches a class with ProBssor Citino.
The years 1939-1945 ma} seem long
ago, but there is no doubt tbat students
are interested, Professor Cit no said. His
classes include " Hitler's Germany;'
"Modern German History 1815 to pres
ent" and "Culture and the 1-olocaust'.'
Although he spends a lot of time in the
classroom, he also is an internationally
known author of eight books about the
German military. His latest is " Death of
the Wehrmacht: The Germall Campaigns
of 1942'.' He also has appea -ed as an
expert on The History Channel.
"My scholarly field is wr at the
German army brought to V\. ar. I try to
narrate events so that even a non-spe
cialist can follow. I think I provide meat
for the scholars and good rzading for
everyone else;' he said. "Tklere was
drama in the early years ofWorld War II.
The German army uncorkej a run of
victories not seen since Na::>oleon. It is
still hard to wrap your min :l around it.
Then, it fell apart in 1942, and it never
won another appreciable v ctory'.' 19
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Remembering
'the big one'

By Kimberly Sandoval

D

uane Zemper (MSNC '42) is used co staying our of rhe
public eye and being behind the camera. Bur a PBS
documentary recently turned the cables. His adven
tures as a photo reconnaissance officer in World War II
were featured rh1s fall in a documentary made by a Flint, MICh.,
public television station.
The documentary aired across Michigan before an episode of
"The War: A Ken Burns Film," che nacionally-acclaimed seven
parc series char told the scory of World War II ch rough the per
sonal accounts of men and women from four American cowns.
Zemper's story - "WWII: T hrough the Lens of Duane Zemper"
12

Duane Zemper ('42) is
one of the few who can
tell the story of World
War II from a bird's-eye
perspective

- was cold by Emmy-award winning producer Donna Ryen and
first broadcast on WFUM-T V.
Zemper, who lives in Howell, Mich., uniquely entered rhe
field of photography. He graduated from Michigan Scace Normal
College in 1 942 w1rh degrees in mathematics, chemistry and
physics and was reaching physics ar MSNC when rhe Pentagon
contacted him abour photography. When he was asked abour his
experiences as a photographer, "I didn't have any, but I had
taught physics in lens photography," Zemper said.
"The next day, che Pentagon cold me I would be a chief pho
cographer and was being sent co Yale for further education and
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basic training," said Zemper, 88.
Eventually, he would serve as a second
lieucenant co the 457 Bomber Group and
was part of the phoco section of che group
intelligence department. He was based in
Europe and oversaw 20 photographers
who were responsible for aenal photogra
phy taken from B- 1 7 planes flying daily
missions. It was imperative chat everyone
worked efficiently. Their daily responsibil
ities included making contact pnnts of all
shoes taken and quickly providing chem to
various generals.
"If they didn't have photographs of a
mission, the crew did not gee credit for it,
so the phoros were important," Zemper
said. Mose crews were able to return home
after 2 5 missions. Bue Zemper spent cwo
years in Europe before returning to
Howell in 1945 .
The Zemper documentary was pro
duced as pare of a larger national effort co
cell the stories of local vets as an introduc
tion co the Burns series. WFUM first
aired Zemper's scory Sept. 23. Special pre
view screenings were conducted Sepe. 1 3
at the Ann Arbor District Library and
Sept. 20 at the Howell Theater, onginally
che Howell District Library.
The local showings created such a buzz
chat a second showing had to be moved
from the Howell Carnegie District
Library to the Howell Theater co accom
modate larger audiences. Overal l, about
1,000 people came to the showings in
Ann Arbor and Howell, bur Zemper took
che adulanon in stride.
'Tm no different than anyone else.
Anyone's chat my age has been through a
lot, and I just cry to do che best I can,"
Zemper said.

Z

emper 1s no stranger co publicity.
He has been interviewed several
rimes abouc his war-time efforts,
and has copies of numerous arti
cles written about him. Looking back on
his accomplishments and near-death war
experiences, Zemper said he was never
awestruck by any of it. Instead, his focus
was on "getting the job clone."
Zemper was born in 1 9 1 9 in Bay City,
Mich., and grew up in Flint. At age 8, he
scarcecl his first job sellmg candy and con-

Opposite page:
Zemper at the
Howell library with
a war-era image of
himself. Above: A
plane returning
from a mission.
The image is one
of his favorites.
Right: Zemper in
action in Europe
with fellow Gls.

cmued to work off and on during high
school and lacer at MSNC He held many
odd jobs during college, including wash
ing dishes at McKenny H1ll and working
at area apartment houses Sr board and on
campus with landscaping =rews.
Zemper was as an A l l -Amencan ath
lete at MSNC 10 crack rnd held many
records. His most memo1:able experience
at MSNC was when "che 1elay cean1 I was
on sec an American record and almost bear
Indiana for the national ::hamp1onship,"
Zemper said. "Track and cross county and
field running caught you a lot of lessons.
That sport gives you ouch pain and
agony - if you're doing a good Job - and
learning co surpass chat may have helped
me in my lacer years," he ;aid.
After the war, Zemper knew he
wanted to continue wor<ing with peo
ple and his newfound , ocacion. So he
bought and cook over z photo studio,
renamed it "Zemper's," :i.nd operated i t
for 5 0 years. It was the oldest studio 1 0

che United Scates for consecutive! opera
tion. Its photographers shoe mc,re cha ,
2,000 weddings before che busines.s
closed in 1 998.
In 1980, he helped co-foL nc! the
archives section of the Howell-Carnegie
Library with three ocher friends - all c,f
whom had great historical phct0s an:!
documents of Howell they wanted ID
safely score for future generacior s .
Zemper, a Howell resident =or no-.
more than 65 years, continues to �rroun:I
himself with the visual image as a rown
archivist and historian. His pass on no.,_,
resides i n the archives, and in con:inuous
ly connecting with people from Howell.
"In order to live co be this ..ge, yoo
have co be able to gee along with people
and co enjoy what you're doing," re
said. "Otherwise, there's no i:oint in
being here." �

(To view the documenta ry and
related images and featurei, visit
wfum. orglwarl index.html.)
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Move over,
Billy Joel

Professor Schoenhals joins elite group
of international Steinway Artists

oel Schoenhals first grazed the ivory keys of a piano when he
J was a coddler. Today, the EMU professor has reached one of
the pinnacles of his field by recently being named a Steinway
Artist, a highly distinguished honor chat recognizes oucscand
ing ability and achievement in music. He is the first EMU pro
fessor co earn the distinction, which he now shares with major
recording artists like Diana Krall, Harry Connick, Jr. and
"piano man" Billy Joel.
Hammell Music of Commerce Township, Mich . , which
recently teamed with EMU co help launch an All-Steinway
Initiative on campus, nominated him. A three-month nomi
nation and approval process followed before he was awarded
the designation. "I was really thrilled, it's humbling,"
Professor Schoenhals said of the honor. He celebrated the
recognition during a special concert Sept. 14 at Pease
Auditorium. (The concert also marked the scare of the $2
million campaign by the Department of Music and Dance co
acquire Steinway-branded pianos for all major venues and
performance stages on campus.)
Professor Schoenhals has dedicated more than 30 years of his
life co music and piano through performing and teaching. His
family fostered his interest i n music. "My parents always
encouraged me to pursue where my gifts were," he said. His
mother first caught him how co play. At an early age, he devel
oped a habit and appreciation for discipline. "Music is like a
language you need to be speaking everyday," he said.
He grew up in Tulsa, Okla., where his father served as a pas
tor and eventually a bishop. The young Schoenhals was sur
rounded by church music, such as organ preludes and choir
music. His family would sing hymns around the piano; all
played instruments and would create music together.
He earned his undergraduate degree from Vanderbilt
Umversity and his master's and performing certificates from
the Eastman School of Music i n New York. He began his EMU
teaching career as an associate professor of piano.
While he performed at the September concert on three
legendary pianos - Vladimir Horowitz's concert grand, a
concert grand owned by Van Cliburn and a brilliant blue
seven-foot Rhapsody arc deco piano designed by acclaimed
furniture designer Frank Pollaro - he will remember most
14
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Noteworthy: Professor Schoenhals' family and college

instructors fostered and fueled his appreciation for music.

the celebration of music that occurred. "You only get induct
ed [as a Steinway Artist} once. I won't forget how people
came up on stage and were thrilled co play on these pianos,"
he said. "Seeing all the scudents and people play on them,
calkrng with each ocher and enjoying the music was the best
[aspect of the night}. It was more than just a concert. It cel
ebrated music, the All-Steinway Initiative and Steinway. It
was like a party."

here is a "no pain, no gain" mentality for some musicians,
Tbut not Professor Schoenhals. Instead, his approach focuses
on ease, naturalness and the pursuit of a richer life within
the music. He credits this philosophy to Rebecca Penneys, a
professor of piano at the Eastman School, who helped him learn
music through different approaches. She was a pivocal figure in
his life and served as a driving force i n encouraging him co be
an mdividual, to search for his own voice and to strive for
authenticity, he said.
"I think the piano is pretty extraordi nary. You use your
whole self: your mind, your body and after you take care of
the nuts and boles of playmg, there's a spiriwal aspect
mvolved in playing," he said. Playmg music is a medium of
communication for him co reach swdents and audiences.
"Working with the whole person motivates me. It's very life
chang1ng," he said. �
- Kimberly Sandoval

(For more on the Steinway Initiative, jJlease visit
emich. edttlmusic.)

CAMPUS BRIEFS

NOAA aront just 'ducky' for Rutherford

he National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) awarded Sandra
T Rutherford, an EMU geology and geography professor, a five-year $461,000 grant

co help elementary school teachers put more science in their classrooms.
The proposal's impecus was a 1992 cargo ship mishap in the Pacific Ocean, which
sent rubber ducks tumbling into che ocean. "In 2003, I was in Australia, and there was
an article i n the local newspaper about how these rubber ducks were landing along che
beaches and how people should report finding che ducks because chey wanted ro see
where the ocean surface currents were caking them," Professor Rutherford said.
Years later, the incident kindled the idea behind her proposal, one of only five
funded by NOAA this year. She plans co write a children's book for teachers about
the ducks and the science of waves and surface currents. "Elementary
teachers usually only reach science for about 20 minutes, three rimes
a week, and many schools provide teachers with science kits co help
chem with their science curriculum," she said. "The children's
book will allow teachers co embed science into their language arts
curriculum and give chem additional activities for their science
curriculum."
Pre-service teachers in Professor Rutherford's
earth science class will be caught how co use
the book and accompanying hands-on aetiv
icies. They will then be cracked co their next
science class, biology; to scudent reaching;
and co their first job co determine if their
increased knowledge in ocean
into greater student learning.

EMU senior joins cast of
CBS' 'Survivor' this season

rik Reichenbach, a senior from
Pinckney, Mich., will be a contest
ant on the reality series, "Survivor:
Micronesia:' The season premiere is
Thursday, Feb. 7, at 8 p.m. EST on
C B S -TV. Reichenbach took the fall
semester off to participate in the film
ing, but he isn't saying who won. The
show pits two 10-member "tribes"
against each other in what's being
billed as " Fans vs. Favorites:' The
show takes place on the Rock Islands
of Palau. Reichenbach is studying art
and is on the track and cross-country
teams. (For more information, visit
cbs.com/primetime/survivor16/.)

E

New regent, doctoral degree and science complex

astern Michigan University's newest
Eregent is Mohamed Okdie, 58, a
school social worker for Detroit
Public Schools (DPS). Okdie replaces
Ismael Ahmed, who
resigned to lead the
Michigan Department
of Human Services.
Okdie (left) was
appointed by Gov.
Jennifer Granholm; his
term expires Dec. 31.
Prior to working for
DPS, Okdie was a psychiatric social
worker at Detroit Receiving Hospital
and a community liaison for
Congressman John Conyers. � EMU is
launching a doctoral program in
educational studies. The regents

approved the degree at its November
meeting. The first students are expect
ed to enroll this fall. The 60-credit
degree is a collaboration of the
Department ofTeacher Education in the
College of Education and the School of
Nursing in the College of Health and
Human Services. � The regents gave
the green light for crucial contracts to
be signed on the $ 1 00 million Mark
Jefferson Science Complex renova
tion and expansion project. The project
- the largest of its kind in EMU's histo
ry - will be funded primarily through a
bond sale. � EMU is contributing
$300,000 over five years to fund a
business incubator project in
downtown Ypsilanti. The project was
initiated by the Eastern Washtenaw

Leaders Group, which helps sti,1ulate
economic development in eastern
Washtenaw County. EMU and
Washtenaw County government are
serving as leaders for the group. � For
the fourth consecutive year, The
Princeton Review honored EMU's
College of Business as one of the
nation's most outstanding business
schools. The college is one of 290 fea
tured in the student opinion-dri ven
guidebook, Best 290 Business Schools.
� Gregory A. O'Dell ('92), deputy
chief of the Ann Arbor Police
Department, was named executive
director of the Department of Public
Safety, pending the approval of the
regents. His appointment is effective
Feb. 7.
EM'111plur I WINER 2008
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'Uncle Theo' set stondord for giving

uring Theo Hamilton's years work
D ing in Career Services, he met with
EMU College of Education students
whose plans had spun off course. Maybe
the school district where they had com
pleted student reaching wasn't hiring,
or they had been subbing for a couple of
years with no job in sight. Hamilton
('55, '62, '67), who died Dec. 1 ar 84, had
a gift for building people back up, and he
leaves behind thousands whose lives are
better for i c.
"Students would walk in with worries
and doubts about themselves, and he had rhe
ability co not only give them vecy sound
advice, but also instill chat confidence char
looking for a job sometimes beats down in a
person," said Mike Erwin, EMU's acting
associate vice president for student affairs. "I
don't think I've ever met anyone who had a
greater ability co make you feel like you were
the most important person in the world
when you met wich him."
Erwin says working with Hamilton
made chose who knew him all a little bet
ter ar giving chat gift of undivided atten
tion. "I think I've gotten better at it, but
not as good as Theo; he was the best,"
Erwin said.
An Ypsilanti High School graduate, he
enrolled at Michigan State Normal
College in 1 94 1 , but left a short time later

A look oheod

We will have the latest infor
mation on the search for
EMU's new president, a nd
take a look at what today's
students are wearing i n
terms of body art. We'll also
share results of our alumni
readersh i p survey, and pro
file EM U's doctoral program
in educational studies.

16
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co serve i n World War II. He met bis wife,
Fannie, after the war. After they married,
she insisted he fi111sh his degree, and he
finished school on nights and weekends
while working manufacturing Jobs co sup
port his family.
In 1 9 5 5 , Hamilcon landed a job as a
music reacher i n the Upper
Peninsula town of Pickford. He
returned co EMU in 1967 after
meeting then-EMU president
Harold Sponberg at a speaking

PITCHING EMU: Freman
Hendrix ('82), chief govern·
mental relations officer for
Eastern Michigan
University, gets ready to
throw out the first pitch
before the Sept. 7 Detroit
Tigers-Seattle Mariners
game at Comerica Park.
During the game, the
Tigers' LED screen includ·
ed numerous advertise
ments to promote EMU's
external brand launch,
which includes the
tagline, " Education First:'

engagement and impressing Sponberg
with his love for people and EMU.
Hamilton was EMU's first African
American administracor.

heo always wanted co do his best for
T"his students," said his wife. It was by
no means an exclusive club. Anyone
who wanted his help belonged.
"He loved his work," Fannie said. "He
loved the people; he loved the University.
He thought so much of education. I can't
begin co cell you. It was his life.
"I rold him he had a gift. His gift was
co give, and he gave all he had," she said.
Gary Hawks, now an EMU regent then the Un iversity's director of personnel
- hired Hamilcon as assistant direcror of
personnel in 1967. le was Hawks' children
who gave Hamilron the nickname mosr of
EMU came co know him by. They started
calling him "Uncle Theo" when he came
co give them piano lessons on Saturday
mornings. Hawks began using the nick
name at work. Hamilton embraced it and,
eventually, so did everyone else.
Hamilron s uffered a stroke in 2003
and retired in 2004 as his health began co
decline. Still, he stopped by to visit often,
staying connected co the people and place
he loved. l9
- Ron Podell

An appetite for food, service and Eastern Michigan

have been in che business of making
and serving food for more than 40
years, but it has been che past 27
years at Eastern Michigan chat have
challenged my skills and given me the
opportunity co grow, both personally
and professionally.
I began my career at EMU Dining
in September 1980, when I received a
cal I from Carl Christoph, then the
director of food services, regarding the
position of manager for Dining
Commons ONE. I had been working at
the Un iversity of M ichigan as food pro
ducoon manager when Carl called - a
call chat I will never forget since it
changed my l ife.
For the next eight years, I was a
general manager of food services. I n
1 988, when Michael Crabb came co
EMU as the new direccor, our depart
ment altered i ts name co Dining
ServtCes, and I became associate direc
cor. Michael became both mentor and
friend and when he remed in 2000, I
became d i reccor of what is now called
EMU Dining.
When I was inv1 ted co be featured in
Exemplar, I thought abour my years at
Eastern. I was reminded of challenges,
events, friendships and colleagues who
have come and gone, students who have
worked for our department, and the
tens of thousands of meals we have pre
pared and served co EMU's campus and
the Ypsilanti community. I reflected on
how my wife and son have embraced
chis campus and participated in its
spores and cultural actJviries.
I remember my son at age 3 being
held by Charlie Barch (now with the
Pittsburgh Steelers) and Earl Boykins
(now with the Milwaukee Bucks) in
Dming Commons ONE, my family
joinmg me ac che MAC basketball
championship game in Toledo, and
attending the football's California Bowl
victory m Fresno, Calif.
As I walk around campus, I am
struck by how the physical, academic
and political landscape has changed

I

swce the early
Buildmgs have been renovat
ed and new buildings built.
Those buildings were the sire
for many activitJes we have
catered over the
including receptions
University presidents, plus
hundreds of special events,
community gatherings and
seasonal celebrations.
We also have catered
building openings for Porter,
Marshall, Halle Library, Pease
Audicorium, the Corporate
Education Center, the Gary
M . Owen College of Business,
the Convocation Center, The
Village, Eastern
D1nmg Commons
CrossRoads,
Marker-Place
and the EMU Student Center.
I am also proud of our
many satellite operations chat
have helped make EMU
Dining an integral pare of che
campus, and I am equally
proud of the many national
food franchises we have
brought co Eastern, making
us a maJor player in university
food services across the
nation.

dents workmg for llS. We
employ more than 5 ( 0 stu
dents, and we have the oppor
tunity co watch chem grnw mro
adults - hoping chat the r expe
rience with us and at Eastern
will help chem grow into adults
who will contribute co rhe
world in which we l i v�. That
means a lot co me.
One of the highlighci for me
came i n the winter of 2006
when we hosted che :Midwest
Regional
Conferenc-:
for
:Kac10nal
(the
N ACUFS
Association of Coll-:ge &
University Food Servic�s). We
hosted 3 5 0 delegates from nine
scares for four days, in.::luding
educational sessions, ours of
EMU's campus, the 'rpstlanci
community and a Fore Motor
Co. auco plane. And, ot course,
we provided our guest� with a
unique dining experien,:e.
After 27 years ac EkU, it is
my "dining family" char helps co
keep me positive and fccused. I
am proud ro be an emrloyee ac
Eastern Michigan Uriversicy.
!e's been gre;;.r! fil

lthough the service
A we provide can be
overwhelming
rimes when I chink
about all the events we
catered
have
over rhe years
and helped to
support,
ic
makes me
proud co know
that I am associated with an
incredible scaff chat helps
conrribuce co rhe University's
success. Not only do we have
a great staff, but we are fortu
nate co have incredible Stu-
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The

ursuit

Qf I<nowledge
Rich with the students targeted
for service, EMU joins a federal
program that introduces promising
scholars to the world of research
and the pursuit of doctoral degrees

E

By Kevin Merrill

astern Michigan University has joined a federal program unde: the best
of ci rcumstances: a perfect score on its grant application and an abun
dance of students targeted for service. By receiving che $ 1 . l million,
five-year McNair grant, EMU joins about 1 7 5 ocher inscicutiors nation
ally crying co gee more low-income and first-generation college student� co chink
abouc and succeed in earning che ultimate degree: a doccorace. I n its 1 5 9--year his
cory, EMU has traditionally served chat population well. Ac the time of its appli
cation, EMU had more than 5 ,000 students from the targeted populations already
on campus and nearly 500 meeting all of the program's eligibility crice:-ia.
"It's very clear chat students who are first generation, from a low-inccme back
ground or from underrepresented groups don't really know how to �o about
applying for a docrorace," said Professor James Knapp, direccor of EMlfs Honors
College, which applied for the grant on behalf of the University. "A lot cf the bar
riers are simply praccical. Bue by putting a faculty mentor with chat p�rson and
involving them cogecher in undergraduate research and graduate schoo prepara
tion activities, such as how co apply and smdy for entrance exams, more students
will likely pursue chose degrees."
According co 2006 undergraduate data from EMU's Office of Financial Aid, 1 7
percent of EMU students met low-income eligibility criteria; 7 percent -;vere from
a low-income and first-generation household; and 1 9 percent were from .rnderrep
resented groups. In all, 26 percent ( 5 , 184 students) were McNair-eligible.
l':.,cmplar I WIWER 2008 ·1 9

THE lE<iACY OF MCNAIR
Programs honors scholar
and astronaut hero

Fallen heroes:The nation lost seven astronauts Jan. 28, 1986, when a
booster engine failed, causing the Shuttle Challenger to break apart 73
seconds after launch. The crew of STS-51-L consisted of (front row, from
left) Mike Smith, Dick Scobee and Ron McNair; (back row, from left)
Ellison Onizuka, Christa McAuliffe, Greg Jarvis and Judith Resnik.

Further, EMU has a large pre-college pop
ulanon in southeast Michigan chat firs the
McNair target population criteria.
Thirty-five srndents will be mvolved
in EMU's McNair Scholars Program ar
any time. Mose will enter early i n their
junior years. The first pool of applicants is
being reviewed. Betty Brown-Chappell, a
professor in the School of Social Work,
was recently named the McNa1r Scholars
Program's first director.

R

esearch has shown chat scudencs
from low-income households
where parents do not hold a col
lege degree are less likely to pursue grad
uate degrees; even fewer pursue doctoral,
or terminal, degrees.
EMU's application played up narnral
strengths. Noc only is the targeted popu
lation abundant across campus, buc so is
an emphasis on rhe undergraduate expen
ence and research. Mose notable among
chose opporruniries is rhe Undergraduate
Symposium, where students and faculty
collaborate on research. Lastly, rhe Honors
College, in its 26-year history, has devel
oped extensive faculty mentoring and
class-by-class research components. Those
artribuces and programs made EMU a
natural selection as a McNair recipient.
20
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The federal program EMU is now part of is
named after Ronald E. McNair, who died in
January 1986 when the Shuttle Discovery
exploded. Officially named The Ronald E.
McNair Postbaccalaureate Achievement
(McNair) Program, it helps first-generation
and low-income students pursue doctoral
degrees. McNair was himself from a low
income family and was the first in his fami
ly to achieve a doctorate. He earned a bach
elor's degree from North Carolina A&T
State University in 1971 and a Ph.D. from
Massachusetts Institute ofTechnology in
1976. Both degrees were in physics.
Following MIT, he became a staff physi
cist with Hughes Research Laboratories in

"Basically, what we were saying m the College. "The chemistry department
applicanon and to the program review then was close-knit and really cared. It
judges, was can you fond us and help us scill is close-knit and caring . "
While she isn't herself a first-genera
do these things even more?" said Heather
Holmes ('94), an associate professor of tion college student, she teaches and men
chem iscry and a member of EMU's grant tors many who are. Pare of her responsibil
wrmng ream.
ity is co open scudencs' eyes co their full
Another key auchor was Gary Hannan, academic potential. "Had it nor been for
a professor of biology who started teach the relarionships I developed as an EMU
ing at EMU 111 1982. For the past two undergraduate, I wouldn't have gotten as
years, he has been a faculty associate 111 the far as I have. My professors saw qualities in
Honors College. He has
me chat I didn't, and were able
co push chat out," she said.
served as a faculty mentor for
The /1rogrtlln's
Honors' srndents throughout
Her role in the grant appli
intensive use of cation process was co develop
his EMU tenure. And like
the section on students'
many of the students he
mentoring and
research
experiences. The work
reaches, he is a first-genera
research made
culminated with the creation
tion college student.
the Honors
of che Summer Research
"Eastern is a perfect fir for
Inscirute, a 1 0 - week intensive
this program," Professor
College ti
experience
between the junior
Hannan said. "By seeking
1u1turttl home.
and senior years.
McNair funding, we are nor
"So many students wane to
only highlighting che diversity of our srndent population buc helping do the research, but they need to go off
during the summer and gee a iob," she
those students earn doctoral degrees."
Thar message resonates with Professor said. The institute will cover coses related
to the research as well as provide a stipend.
Holmes for ocher reasons.
The program's heavy mentoring and
"I can puc myself in students' shoes
very easily, because I was in their shoes," research features made che Honors College
said Professor Holmes, who graduated a natural home for 1 t .
"The reason we wanted ic in Honors is
from EMU In 1994 from the Honors

Malibu, Calif. His assignments included
the development of lasers. He also con
ducted research related to satellite-to
satellite space communications.
NASA selected him as an astronaut
candidate in January 1978 as part of its
program to recruit more minority can
didates. A year later, he had qualified
for assignment as a mission specialist
astronaut on space shuttle flight crews.
He first flew as a mission specialist on
a shuttle mission that lau nched from
Kennedy Space Center, Florida, in
February 1 984.
On the mission, he was primarily
responsible for deploying one of two
communication satellites. The mission
also allowed astronauts to fly freely in
space without a lifeline to the mother
ship. He positioned the crewmen
around the payload bay. He also filmed

chat we already have faculty working with
undergraduates on Honors Undergraduate
Fellowships, which are opportunities for
Honors' students co do a proJecc," Professor
Knapp said. "Mose of cbe students who
receive the fellowships end up presenting ac
the Symposium, buc there's no require
ment. The Symposium is che ocher piece
cbac works well with McNair. le means we
can bring in chis different population chat
we're not targeting and plug chem into chis
ex,snng and well-established undergradu
ate research i nfrastructure."
EMU established its Undergraduate
Symposium 111 1 98 1 co provide a showcase
for collaborative scholarly work. The lase
Symposium 111volved 2 1 2 undergraduates
who gave 194 presentations sponsored by
1 30 faculty.
In addition to participating in all the
mentoring and research opportunities
al ready available on campus, students
chosen also participate in structured
workshops, seminars and support sys
tems designed to meec their specific
needs. Tb1s intensive approach to better
form ing
understanding research
hypotheses, cesnng, reporting results and
publishing - forms che backbone of the
program.
EMU isn't the first college 111 Michigan

motion pictures and answered science
related questions from President
Ronald Reagan.
That mission ended with the first
landing on the runway at Kennedy
Space Center on Feb. 11, 1 984. With the
completion of this flight, he had logged
191 hours in space.
McNair attributed his passion for
learning to his parents.
"My parents were not pushers. They
never told us to do anything, but some
how they created an atmosphere, an
environment where it was the thing to
do;' he said. "My two brothers and
myself went through college without
anyone telling us to go to school one
day, but it was fun to do:'
He was posthumously awarded the
Congressional Space Medal of Honor.
- Kevin Merrill
to receive a McNair grant. Ocher recipi
ents include Central Michigan, Grand
Valley Scace, Michigan Scace, Siena
Heights and Wayne Scace universities.
Bue EMU was granted membership on its
first cry. Ics grant proposal was so strong
chat reviewers work111g for the federal
Department of Education scored ic a per
fect 100. Tbe score enables EMU to
receive funding for five years instead of
the normal four.
The $ 1 . 1 million will pay for needed
personnel - a direcror, assistant director
and secretary - to run che program. Bue
more imporcancly, cbe money covers
added coses for research and stipends. The
U.S. Department of Education is prov1d111g $220,000 each year for five years;
EMU bas pledged $96,000 per year.

T

he University hasn't had much
cime co celebrate. As soon as word
was received in Ocrober, it needed
to immediately begin cbe search for a
director and prospective students. Thucy
five scudents will be accepted rbis year;
participants will range from sophomores
co seniors. Ten co 1 5 additional students
will be accepted in subsequent years co
replace chose graduating.
To be eligible, scudencs muse have a

3.0 GPA and be from a low-income
household where neither parent has a col
lege degree. (According co the Office of
Postsecondary Education i n the U S.
Department of Education, the low
income level for a family of four is
$30,975 .) Bue che program also accepts
applicants w1ch 3.0 GPAs who are from an
underrepresented racial group, regardless
of family 1!1come or parents' educac10n
levels. Bue at lease cwo-chirds of students
in EMU's program muse meet the finc
generacion and low-income crice:1a.
The federal program is named ror
Ronald E. McNair, an astronaut who died
during the 1986 Shuttle Challenger explo
s10n, and who himself came fro:n such a
background (see related scory, left). The
first McNair grantees were funded in
1 989; grant competitions are conducted
every four years. Program fundmg
increased from $38.4 million in 2002-03
co $42.1 million 111 2004-05.
EMU McNair Scholars receive a
$2,800 stipend for research, financial aid
ro conduce further research, travel expens
es for presenting results at professional
meetings and visiting prospective gradu
ate schools, graduate tuition waiver
opnons at parciopacing graduate schools
(including EMU), a faculty research men
cor, and help through how-co seminars on
presenting research, preparing graduate
school applications and obtaining funding
for graduate studies.
EMU expects co graduate 50 percent of
its scholars within three years. It furd1er
expects chat 50 percent of chose graduates
will enroll in graduate school within a year
of graduation and chat 20 pe:cent will
obtain a doctoral degree within 10 years.
Sarah Huyvaerc, a professor in che
Department of Teacher Education, will
evaluate the University's performance 111
meeting its program goals.
It will cake years for EMU's first McNair
Scholars co graduate from a doctoral pro
gram. Bur the Univers1ry expects co see
some payoffs immediately. "One intangible
way co measure success will be in the enthu
siasm exuded by the students themselves,"
Professor Holmes said. "When an experience
has been worthwhile, we can see it in their
eyes and hear it i n their voices." �
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Sidlik:
Back to
Basics

By Kevin lVIerriH

Tom Sidlik spent nearly 30 years at
Chrysler, where he helped shape e()erything
from the Dodge Vzper to global
procurement. Today, as chairman ofthe
EMU Board ofRegents, he is helping steer
EMU on the road ahead.
Exemplar: What

motivated you to apply Vllith the gover
nor's office to become an Eastern Michig:in University
regent?

Tom Sidlik: I applied because I thought I couk:I make a posi

tive difference at Eastern Michigan University. Ive lived i, the
area since 1973, so I'm very familiar with the stre::igchs and chal
lenges of Washtenaw County. EMU can serve cho,e needs a� well
as ones more regional i n narnre. I'm really r.onored chat
Governor Granholm appointed me.

Exemplar: What are the building blocks upon which
Eastern Michigan University is building its future?

Sidlik: For starters, we just opened a new EMU Srndent C�nter

i n che past year. We're looking forward co the _vfark Jefferson
Science Complex project geccing under way, as wdl as che Pray
Harrold renovation. The board is committed co increasing
enrollment, i ncreasing student credit hours and improving che
dorms. The nee resulc will be a more vibrant campus l i fe wich
more scudents living and scudying on campus.
22 E,cmplar I WINTER 2008

When you view these developments together, you can
begin to visualize the future for Eastern: an exciting educa
tional and social experience on campus fot the students, fac
ulty and staff The faculty and students w i l l have a much bet
ter environment i n which to conduce research and pursue
their education. Of course, the alumni will have good reason
to have even more pride in their EMU degtee.

Exemplar: Discuss the relationship between the EMU
Board of Regents and the faculty union.

When I think of EMU's future, i t scam and begins
with che scudenc-faculcy experience. We're always going to
be focused on strengthening chose bonds. Ir's in our long
term best i nterest. I chink the board has a good relationship
wi ch che faculty. I hope the presidential search will be a
bonding experience for che various constituents on campus.
Bue che faculty is che most important constituent group we
have. Our mission here is to educate scudencs and co create
an environment where faculty and students can do research
to improve the world in which we live.

Sidlik:

To improve communications and speed implemencacion, he
will report direccly co Don Loppnow.
Don has worked diligencly on security issues si::ice July.
Since then, we have engaged a security firm to audit the cam
pus, hired more security guards and expanded our n.ghccime
security program, just co name a few initiatives.

Exemplar: You've retired from the former Daimler
Chrysler. What do you do with your extra time?

Sidlik: Well, nor flying back and forth from Germany has
g.ven me more time, that's for sure. B ue I've loved my time
in the auto industry and now I can devote more time to
EMU. I spend time on campus as I am needed. I really enjoy
cbe interaction with everyone. For instance, chis past August,
cbe weather was so nice chat I held my meetings outside, on
che bench, near Welch Hall. Thar gave me an opportunity ro
chat will lots of people!

Exemplar: What skill sets and experiences do you want
the next president of EMU to have?

Sidlik: We need a person with demonstrated leadership
capabilities and a proven crack record of accomplishment.
The person should be a good communicator. Our big area of
opportunity is i n fundraising. The new president needs to
convincingly communicate the EMU story to Lansing, alum
ni and ocher donor groups. We need co do more co gee alum
ni and current donors more engaged with EMU .
Of course, the new president needs to be able to "con
nect" with the faculty, students, staff and che local commu
nity, too. I have che greatest level of confidence in che
Presidential Search Advisory Commircee. Ir's an exceptional
ly strong and dedicated group. (See related srory on the pres
idential search, page 6.)
Exemplar: Campus safety and security is a major focus
of the University right now. How do you measure our
progress in those areas?

Sidlik: The University muse provide for a safe environment
for the faculty, students and staff Don Loppnow (Provost and
Executive Vice President) and che board agree chat we wane
to sec benchmark levels o f safety for everyone at EMU. That
is our goal.
One of the first accions of chis new year was to name a
new head of campus security, Greg O'Dell. Greg has great
experience in crime prevention with che Ann Arbor police.
Being in Ann Arbor, he has lots of experience in dealing with
"town and gown" cooperation. Additionally Greg is an EMU
alumnus and a lawyer. We have a first-class person in Greg.

Exemplar: When you look forward, what excit:!s you?
When you cake a look at our overall philosophy, i t
really i s "Education Firsc." The new ad campaign i s excellent
in portraying what we really feel the University is :ill about.
A unique education is what we provide scudencs. We have
great faculty and world-class programs. EMU is s- arcing to
6ec recognized for chose strengths. The future is eJKiti ng 1 �

Sidlik:
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By Kevin Merrill

F

or nearly 60 years, television defined and cransmicced
American values and culture, joining such rradicion
al forces as family, church and governmenr. The ace of
watching television functioned as "social glue"
through its creation of shared experiences among the
country's varied racial, religious and econom
ic groups.
"There were some wonderful consequences
from the invenrion of television. What radio
did before it, television did co an even greater
degree," said Mary Ann Warson, a professor of
fi lm and telecommunications studies ac
Eastern Michigan University. "Television
fueled che belief chat we had a common
national destiny."
Bm in her newest book, Defining Visions:

Television and the American Experience in the 20th
Century, Professor Warson posits char che Age

of Television has passed. Ics demise was
brought upon by a fracturing of che audience
itself, pulled away by the proliferation of
�-!
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cable channels, VCRs and the Internee. In fact, television's
already waning role as a transmitter of shared values ended, she
says, semi-officially on Sept. 1 1 , 200 1 .
"The terrorist accacks on chat day hastened the Internee's
eclipse of television as the primary news source. When television
didn't have updated information, people would go to their com
puters," she said. "For me, that event seemed a natural bookend,
marking rhe end of rhe 'American television
experience.' Things were different after that."
In che book, she scudies che past six decades
of entertainment and news programming and
how each defined what it meant co be an
American. "In a sense, TV wrote the social
script and defined for us what we accepted as
common values," said Professor Watson, who
scarred reaching at EMU in 1990.
The book also examines TV's influence in
areas such as sexuality, the workplace, the fam
ily and crime. Using this approach, she
explores how changes in American life, from
the anri-war movement co che pursuit of
women's and civil rights, shaped what we saw
on TV.

Pioneers: From left, Milton Berle starred in "The Texaco StarTheater;' the nation's firstTY sensation in 1 948; Lucille Ball as
Ricky Ricardo's (Desi Arnaz) wife in " I Love Lucy;' which debuted in 1 957; Jackie Gleason brought Ralph Cramden b life
on "The Honeymooners" starting in 1955; and the cast of "Three's Company" perfected the "Jigglevision" of the 1370s.

"I think television was che main accelerant for these changes
in American society," Professor Warson said. "Other social forces
were ac play buc television was che 'cemfying' mfluence. Ir's nor
chat television was che only force, bur 1c shaped the landscape
more than any other mass medium, includ10g radio, book pub
lishing or the print world of magaz10es and newspapets."

ly sought, and she is a frequent presenter at conferences. In
April, she appeared on a panel ac a Howard Univers1t:7 confer
ence ti tied "African Americans in Film and Television: 20th
Century Lessons for a New Millennmm," and on a media
ethics panel tided "The Jury and Jenny Jones" at the Eroadcast
Educanon Association convennon.

Still, the story of American television 10 the 20th century is a
story of lose and missed opponunic1es, she said. "People predict
ed that TV was go10g to be something char beneficed mankind.
We hear the same thing about personal computers," she added.
"Bue, in chis counrry, che great pocencial of TV technology was
overwhelmed by commercialism - and che public interest stan
dard eventually became meaningless."
The book, by Blackwell Publishing, 1s a second edition of an
earlter work The first edition was published in 1997 as part of a
series examining several topJCs defining the Amencan experience
since the end of World War II, mcludmg family, church and gov
ernment. But the book's content reached
only mro che early 1990s. Appeals from
readers and fellow scholars encouraged
her to update the book with research that
covered TV through the remaining years
of the 20th century.
The book is Watson's third. The first
was The Expandmg Vista: A merican
Televmon m the Kennedy Years, published
in 1990 by Oxford Un1vers1cy Press.
During her reaching career at EMU,
Warson has won numerous academic
honors, including che Ronald W.
Collrns D1stingu1shed Faculty Award
for Scholarly and Creative Activity 111
2003. Her opinions on television and its
influence on Amencan cul cure are wide-

Despite her scrong opi111ons, Professor Warson bel eves TV
sci!] inspires and mforms. Bue most of its current successes are
found on public television, where documencanes and in-depth
coverage still reign. "Public television 1s TV as civil chic.king. Ir's
TV geared toward Citizens, nor consumers. Ir's TV saying, '\X1e're
all in chis cogecher, lee's figure our the best thing for our democ
racy,"' she said.
So what does che future hold 1 "The academic term i� 'conver
gence.' Television secs and computers will merge," she explains.
"Even now, a youngster isn't concerned with whether he's watch
ing a DVD, a network or cable show, or somechin.5 on che
Internee or playing a video gam-:. It's just
something on a screen.''
Even amid her criticism, sre teaches
her scudencs char they can still shape the
future. "Television isn't a force Jf nature.
Ir's a creation of individual mines. What I
hope is char students who are inreresced i n
going into a career in mass media realize
they have a choice in any creati'l. e endeav
or," she said. "You can appeal u peoples'
mosc noble instincts, or you can appeal co
che mosc base. Unfortunately, nany peo
ple now feel chat appeal10g to che most
base - the Jerry Springer inscincr - is what
makes you money. The wages o� trash are
high, but che dividends of humane work
have a much longer payoff." I§>

king Inside the Box
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Sports fan: The
career of Lucy
Parker ('58, '66)
spans the evo
lution of
women's colle
g iate sports. The
former adminis
trator and
retired sports
enthusiast is
almost a bogey
golfer. She was
elected in 1995
into the E M U
Athletic Hall o f
Fame. Below:
The 1 2 teams
that make u p
the women's
athletic pro
gram.

One Round
for the Road

Lury Parker ('58, '66) lends her name to a 20th - and
.final -fundraising golf outing to benefit women's athletics

L

ucy Parker loves competitive
spores, and actually prefers ten
nis co golf. Bue when it comes co
women's spores ac Eastern
Michigan University, the alumnus and
former adminiscracor would pick up a
stick, racquet or club and strike any ball

'
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By Kevin Merrill

co promote students and coaches. She gees
another chance co do so lacer chis year,
when the golf outing chat bears her name
has a 20th and final srarc.
"Women's spores have come a long

way at Eastern and univers1t1es every
where," said Parker, 7 1 , who retired in
1 99 1 after 1 4 years overseeing women's
spores. "Bue there are decades of
inequities still co be addressed, and I'm
glad the golf outings have been success
ful i n raising money and awareness."
Parker's l i fe as a student athlete, coach
and athletic adminiscracor spans che evolu
tion of women's spores at che college level.
As a freshman at Michigan Scace Normal
College i n 1954, she continued co play ten
nis and basketbal l, spores she excelled in as
a student ac Detroit Eastern High School.
Bue for female scudencs of chat era,
there were no varsity spores. Instead, they
played on what were then called club
spores. Ac MSNC, char meant the women
of Jones Hall, for example, played che
women of Goddard or Gooclison halls;
basically, wich che exception of some Jim-

.

•

Basketball
:.!h
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Cross country

Golf

Gymnastics

Indoor track and field

--�---,---!IJ
Outdoor track and field

iced nearby travel, competition consisted
of one residence hall playing another. "In
that era, it was about students who loved
co play and people who loved co coach,"
said Parker (B.S. '58, M.S. '66).
Starting in the 1 950s, regional and
national bodies formed co help govern and
promote women's athletics. This was the
world chat Parker and ochers encountered
until the passage of Title IX, a 1972 fed
eral law calling for equal creacment of men
and women "under any education pro
gram or activity receiving Federal finan
cial assistance," as the law scares.
This was later broadly defined ro
include athletics, although the word isn't
mentioned in the legislation itself. After
years of legal disputes, rules clarifying
Title IX were finally written and enforced
by the federal Department of Education.
By 1980, che National Collegiate Achlecic
Association fully embraced women's
spores, bringing chem under its authority
and technically on par wich men's sporrs.
By the time Parker retired as associate
achlecic clireccor in 1 99 1 , women's spores
at EMU had indeed grown in parity co
men's programs. Scholarships were more
widely available, coaches were paid full
cime salaries and University budgets had
increased. Today, EMU has 1 2 women's
varsity spores and nine for men.
After reaching and coaching at high
schools and Henry Ford Community
College, Parker accepted a job as EMU's
women's tennis coach in 1 976. Women's
athletics had just recently moved from the
physical education department within the
College of Education co the athletic
department. She was then hired by EMU's
acting athletic direccor Ron Oescrike as
the women's supervisor, working in chac
posi cion for a year. In April 1977, she
became the women's athletic director and
continued co coach tennis until 1979.

Rowing

Soccer

led the movement for the softball complex;
and starcecl che inaugural golf outing and
related endowment fund in 1 988.

I

Ac chat time, EMU offered 42 micion
and fee scholarships for women. Three
years lacer, it offered 84. Today, che budg
et for women's teams is $ 2 . 1 million,
which covers all operating budgets as well
as coaches' salaries and benefits. EMU
offers 1 3 1 scholarships for women (the
NCAA maximum) cocaling $ 1 . 9 m illion.
Parker poincs proudly to hard-fought
gains made by women during her tenure.
She had co overcome such inequities as
smaller food allowances on road trips
based upon the assumption chat women
ace less than men, and putting four
women in a room - rwo to a bed - as a
way co lower expenses.
Along the way, she led movements co
make coaching positions full cime;
increased mition-only scholarships co full
scholarships; added softball as a spore; pro
mocecl che hiring of assistant coaches;
assisted in getting dedicated lockerrooms
for women; scarred awarding varsity letters;

i-·

Swimming and diving

n tribute co her service, the fund and
golf outing were renamed in Parker's
honor at her 1 991 reciremenc. Today,
at $350,000, che Lucy Parker Women's
Athletic Endowment is among EMC's
largest. Endowment income helps three
spores teams annually, chosen in rotation,
funding everything from new eq·.1ipment
ro rravel-relaced expenses co courna
mencs. If chis year's fundraising goals are
met, che number of teams helped will
increase co six.
The fu ndraising goal is $ 1 00,000 i n
challenge funds. I f the outing sells out
with 144 golfers, the challenge funds
will be added co the endowment.
"Endowments are the building blocks of
the future," said Craig Fink, associate
athletic di rector dor development and
executive director of the EMU Athletic
Club. "By meeting the ambitious objec
tives we have for chis year's evenc, we
can help five or more women's tear.is
each year with additional critical funds
for their operating budgets."
Parker still calls Ypsilanti home,
although she spends more time each
year at a second home i n Bonita Springs,
Fla. She continues co follow spores,
especially pro football and her beloved
Decroic Tigers, which she has followed
since elementary school. Despite her
enthusiasm for spores and competition,
she says che priority for student-athletes
is clear. "They are there co gee an eel uca
cion ," she said. liii
(For more information or to support
the leadership fundraising effort, con
tact Craig Fink at 734.487.8236 or
craig.fink@emich. edtt.)

Tennis

Volleyball
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Jenkins' gift to help returning students complete degrees

recent g1fc of $200,000
A from Phil Jenkins, friend
and local philanthropist,
will fund scholarships for
returning students in EMU's
leadership and counseling pro
gram. Jenkins' generosity sup
Jenkins-Tracy
the
ports
Expendable Scholarship fund,
which provides tuition support
ro a cohort of students during a
three- ro four-year penod while
they complete che1r master's
degrees.
This year, the primary focus
of che Jenkins-Tracy Scholar
Program is students who have
"scopped out" of the education
al leadership or counseling pro
gram. "Mose of our educational
leadership and counseling stu
dents work during the day and
cake classes at night," said
Jaclynn Tracy, head of the
Department of Leadership and
Counseling m the College of
Education. "At some pomt,
many decide they just don't
have the finances or the time ro
complete their coursework, and
i n some cases never complete
their degree. We're hopmg
these scholarships can be a

recruitment rool to encourage
them ro come back and con:
plete their degrees."
Scholarship recipients are
selected from on and off-cam
pus centers and the Weekend
Universi ty, thus enhancing
opportunities for studenrs
across southeast MJChigan.
Jenkms, an Ann Arbor resi
dent, founded Sweepster, Inc.,
which manufactures arcach-

Above: Phil Jenkins (sec

ond from left) meets two
recipients (at right) of the
Jenkins-Tracy scholarship
at a reception in his
honor. Left: Jenkins with
recent recipients of the
scholarship.

ment, walk-behind, self-pro
pelled and airport runway
sweepers for all types of equip
ment used around the world.
His unselfish philanthropy also
has funded the creation of the
Generations Together center i n

Dexter, Mich. As well, he i s an
avid supporter of the Ann
Arbor Hands-On Museum and
the Ann Arbor Neutral Zone.
Wirh his scholarship gifts ro
EMU, Jenkins hopes ro help
address a critical shortage of

trained school administrators
and counselors in rhe scare and
nation. EMU's leadership and
counselmg program is national
ly acclaimed and prepares indi
viduals for che challenges and
rewards they WJll meer in their
profess10nal lives.
- Nancy ]. Mida ('72)

BREHM SCHOLARS:
CELEBRATING FIVE
YEARS: Nearly 40 past

and present Brehm
Scholars gathered Oct. 1 2
to honor and thank Bill
and Dee Brehm ('52)
(seated, center) for their
support of the Delores
Soderquist Brehm
Endowed Scholarship i n
Special Education. Each
year, this $1 million
endowment provides
tuition support to eight
new Brehm Scholars.

(photo by Andy Sacks)
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lvfm.keteers," share:l in Yi:sJami 's
Depot Town Jver 1 5-cent shell:;.
1'-fow retired, he lives surround
ed :>�' the beau:y of narure on his
'\\OOded acreage in Harri�.ville.
B i l l ha�. chc,sen to ho.:-_ or Bert
Joh:.1.son and his alma m::I.ter by
makin6 a legaq gift i n the
term er a bequest . Throug:1
this p�1nned g:-,ing, he i s able
co make an impact gift to
E1fU while retaini r1g control
of his assets. The gift dso
may re�.ult tn ;;:tn ever.. cual
=stat= tax s1vngs.

Benefits of a be(J.lest:

Bill Armstrong
Bill Armstrong, a U.S. Air Force veter:i� graduated from
EMU in 1 96 1 with a degree in biology. =-le had con::em
plated a career in edu:ation, but felt he wou�d never be as
good a teacher as his -nuch-admired EI\{TJ professor, Bert
Johnson. Instead, Bill followed a research pa:h and enjoyed
a long, successful career in biooedical re:;ear:h at the
University of Michigan.
Bill fondly recalls :-_is colle. 6e years 0.:1 EM-=.J's campus
and all the laughs he and hi� fr.ends, ''The Four

· • Donor has satisfaction of
making a significant gif: to
EMU.
• Donor retains control of
assets during life. This gift
is revocable.
• Donor may raceive 3state
tax savings..
• Gift is easili{ accomplished
1hrough a simple additi:m
10 curren1 '\A.' ill or tr•st.

Eastern Michigan Unive:-sity

FOUNDATIC,N

To help plan your gi ft, contc';.Ct Susan Rin� at 888.221 .2249 or �-mail s.usar:.rink@em:ch.edu
Office of Planned Giving Eas!trn hfichigan Univers:ty Fo1,,_ ndation
1 3 d.9 S. Hurcn St. Ypsilanti, MI 48 1 9 7
w w w . e 1.r. u fo u n d a t i o n . p t a n n e d g i/: s . o r g

Queen (again) for a day

P

ac Swan-Brown ('74) flipped through older friends who remember her accom
the fall issue of ExemfJlar, quickly plishment chat clay.
She came co EMU co pursue a degree i n
noting its disco-themed coverage of
Homecoming, and then sec che magazine reaching, bur decided chat her interests
aside. Only when friends and fellow alum were elsewhere. While on campus, she was
i nvolved i n a black cheater ensemble,
ni jokingly asked her co sign their copies
pledged Delra Sigma Theta sorority and
did she realize what she had missed.
There on page 22 was a phoco she had worked the front desk at Buell Hall,
not seen in 35 years. '"Oh my god' was my among ocher activities.
first response," said Swan-Brown, the 1972
While at Cass Tech High School, she
Homecoming queen. "And then I said, 'I scayed away from homecoming court
can't believe I overlooked myself1 What a pageancry. She was doing so again ac EMU
until the fall of 1972, when a friend, Bruce
blast from the past!"'
The piccure was one of three images Morrow, now a j udge i n Detroit,
selected randomly co illuscrace the approached her about seeking che crown.
Flashback Homecoming theme. In her A group of African-American males who
phoro, she 1s bemg escorted across the field lived on campus interviewed several
by a male cheerleader moments afrer being African-American females in hopes of
named queen. In winning the scudenc vote selecting one to endorse and campaign for
chat fall, Pac Swan became the first African chat fall. "We wanted co have a candidate
Amencan student co be elected queen.
to represent us," she said.
"It was a heartwarming and rewarding
The impetus for a black candidate was
experience considermg the atmosphere at a by-produce of cbe nme, she said. The
EMU at that rime," said Swan-Brown, who Detroit riots of 1967 were still fresh i n
still gees called "Queenie" by some of her people's mmds and the black student pop
ulation on campus was relatively small and
struggled co gee proper recognition.
(Today, abouc 1 8 percent of undergradu-

Left: Pat Swan-Brown ('74)
today and back in 1972
(above), moments after being
crowned. At right, the spread
from the fall issue that caught
the attention of her friends.

r-;;:::.:::::=:�!"111J

aces are African-American.)
After a series of interviews, the informal
group voted co endorse her candidacy, and
started can1paigning on her behalf. For
Swan-Brown and the evencual cwo ocher
finalises chat year, the first big hurdle was a
campus-wide screening competition. A
panel of judges narrowed 1 1 semi-finalises
co three, which would comprise the
Homecoming Court. The competition was
concluccecl in Roosevelt Hall and included
a question-and-answer segment, talent
competition (she performed a Chopin's
Polonaise) and a swimsuit compemion.
"The swimsuits were straight from the
Warner lockerroom," she said, "and were
actually the same ones used by the women's
swimming team. They weren't revealing,
but they weren't flattering, either."
Since 1 976, she has worked at
General Dynamics Land Systems i n
Sterling Heights, Mich., formerly owned
by Chrysler Corporation-Detroit Tank
Plane. denc body. Brown rematns proud
of accomplishment, but remembers it
was some pain because of the racial
undertones of the breakthrough achieve
ment. Still, she enjoys reliving the day's
moments, especially participating in che
morning parade and che open- a i r ride i n
a convertible around the stadium prior
to the announcement co the scudenr
body. She'll always remember the joy in
her parents' face as she met chem after
the crowning ceremony. l9

WEAR I N THE WORLD?

AlUMNI BRIEFS
Climb aboard for
travel adventure

Top: Terry Curry (B.B.A. '70) -

pictured in the back row, second
rom left - wore his EMU pride
when competing this fall during
the Quad City Marathon/Half
Marathon in Moline, Ill. Left:
Joyce (Thomas) Crum ('72)
recently visited the Czech
Republic, and h a d this photo
taken at the Prague airport.

Right:The beauti

ful lar dscape of
Sedona, Ariz.,
was the setting
for this picture of
Laura Bernhard
('05), NhO
recen:ly landed
her fir st teaching
positiJn in
Glencale, Ariz.
T h e photo was
taken and sent
by h e- mom,
Marilvn
( Sche·rens)
Bernt- ard ('72).

Do you have a picture of yourself wearing or displaying EMU gear in a faraway or
unusLal location? If so, e-nail the image tn e-alumni@emich.edu. Or use
regulcr mail and send it to Exemplar, 15 V/elch Hall, Ypsilanti, Ml 48197.

Prepare your passport and reserve your
place for the spring 2008 Alumni Travel
Society trip. Participants will experience
the beauty, history and
culture of Holland
and Belgium with
alumni and friends
April 13-21. The
itinerary charts a
scenic inland
course from
Amsterdam to Antwerp,
exploring historic, cosmopolitan cities
and charming riverine villages. The :rip
includes modern comforts and impec
cable Old World service aboard the \1S
Switzerland II, a first-class chartered
river cruiser. For more information, visit
emich.edu/alumni/travel.

Save money with your
Eagle Discount Card

Eastern Michigan University alumni can
save on everything from bicycle parts
and haircuts to food and museum tours
when they show their Eagle Discount
card. T he program launched in 2007
and is designed to promoteYpsilan1i
area businesses that agree to provide a
discount to EMU students, employees
and alumni. If you are interested in
receiving a card, contact the Office 1or
Alumni Relations at 734.487.0250 or
e-mail alumni.relations@emich.edu To
learn more about the program, visit
emich.edu/eaglediscount.

Stay connected

Stay informed about alum
ni chapters, events and
University news by sub
scribing to e-Edge, EMU's
monthly electronic alumni
newsletter. Sign up today
at emich.edu/alumn i/edge.
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· EMU Alumni Association
· ,Boord of Directors
'

"

'

Take Five

with Carl Christoph ( ' 7 5 )
Take Five i s a regular feature of Exemplar that introduces a m e m be r of the
E M U A l u m n i Association Board of Directors. This issue, we speak with Carl
Christoph ('75), a m a gistrate i n the 47th District Court i n Farmington H i l ls ,
Mich., where h e cond ucts felony a n d misdemeanor arra i g n m e nts, presides
over traffic court conduct and s m a l l c l a i ms hearings, and reviews a n d sanc
tions search wa rrants.

Exemplar: For years, you
ran EMU's dining and food
service operations. What's
your favorite meal to cook
at home?
Christoph:

Officers:

(Clockwise, from top left:) President:
Gerald Gemignani ('94); President
elect: Eric J. Brown ('03); Parliamen
tarian: Len Capelli ('68, '73); Secre
tary!Treasurer: David Mamuscia ('67,
'71 ); and Past president: Eric Rass ('91,
'95)
Other board members:

Patrick Barry ('7 1 , '73); Mary E.
Batcheller ('56); James J. Beasley, Jr_
('77);Tom Borg ('79); Carl Christoph
{'75); Scott Frush ('94); Jay Hansen
('83); James Hogan ('92, '98); Ernie
Krumm ('90, '97); Rusty Machovec
('80); Jerry Marszalek ('67, '74); Joe
Misiewicz ('68, '70); Latoska N. Price
('96); Jessica Reinelt ('02, '04); Gregory
A. Sheldon ('96); RobertT. Simon ('91 l:;
Karen M. Tabb ('04); Martha M. Taylor
('89, '95); Robert C. Theodore ('79)
Emeritus members:

W. Fred Roberts ('56, '68). H.F. (Bud)
Schimmelpfenneg ('68)

I still try to keep
my food service skills cur
rent. Since I have stopped
working in food service, I
have remained active in the
American Dietetic Association. I am par
ticularly active in the Food and Culinary
Professionals Practice Group. I mainly
cook comfort foods and barbecue. I like
to cook soups and sauces. My favorite
food to cook, especially at holiday
times, is homemade egg noodles. I pre
pare them with b uttered croutons called
Krumels. I serve the noodles and
Krumels with roasted tenderloin.

first 10 minutes. I also laugh at
the high-tech equipment and
the efficiency. It doesn't work
that way in real life. The wo
men on the show are always
dressed like they are going
out for cocktails. They show up
at a bloody crime scene in white pant
suits and never get any blood on them
selves. The whole crew drives Hum
mers, and they all get i nvolved in solv
ing the case. I thought crime solving
was for detectives.

Exemplar: What's your favorite Latin
legal phrase?

Christoph:

your culinary background for the law.
Talk about jumping from the frying
pan into the fire! Why the change?

Christoph:

in Michigan. They had to find a different
crime to stick on you'.'

Every product has its life
cycle. The operative word for a food
service career is "ENWEHO;' which
stands for "Evenings Weekends
Holidays'.' My daughters were in middle
school, and I thought I would like to
spend more time with my family.
Practicing law is no less intensive, but it
is not as demanding physically and there

Exemplar: Do you watch any law
based TV shows?
Christoph: I am not much of a TV guy
except for sports and political talk
""'111 plur I WINTER 2008

especially enjoy how phony
the story lines play out. I can
usually pick the "perp" in the

My favorite is "Res ipsa
locquitor'.' It means "the thing speaks
for itself'.' It is the legal equivalent of
"dah'.' My favorite non-Latin legal
phrase is "Acting stupid is not a crime

Exemplar: Eventually, you abandoned

are fewer weekend and evening hours.

::2

shows. I do watch "CSI'.' I

Exemplar: In your opinion, what's the
most remarkable thing about EMU?
Christoph:

I am always amazed at how
many of my colleagues from food serv
ice are still working at Eastern. Larry
Gates, Ann Klaes ('8 1 ) and many others
started when I was food service director.
I still stay in touch with them, and we
discuss food service issues and trends. I
have been away for 20 years but I still
know many of my former co-workers.
The more things change, the more they
stay the same. 19

Office for Alumni Relations' colendor of events
JANUARY

23 Southern California Alumni
Chapter social, 6-8 p.m., Manchester
Grand Hyatt, San Diego. Reservations
required

24 Northern California Bay Area
Alumni Chapter social, 6 - 8 p.m., Sir
Francis Drake, San Francisco.
Reservations required
31 Eagle Nation Luncheon. noon.
E M U Convocation Center atrium
More i nformation: 734.4871050

FEBRUARY

1-3 EMU alumni, students and faculty
participate in Dinner with 12
Strangers, a student-alumni program
organized by the Student Organization
for Alumni Relations (SOAR). More 1nfor
mat1on: em1ch edu/alumn1/12strangers
14 Eagle Nation Luncheon, noon,
Convocation Center atrium.
More 1nformat1on: 734 4871050
16 32nd Annual E-Club Athletic Hall
of Fame induction ceremony, 10:30
a m., E M U Student Center
Congratulations to the new class of
inductees: Al Jagut1s ('7 1 , '78), men's
basketball, men's tennis, Marci Kelley
('96), women's softbal l , Mark Leonard
('99), men's sw1mm1ng; Tamyka
McCord ('98), women's track; Stan
Vinson ('75), men's track, and Doug
Willer ('73, '80). wrestling. More 1nfor
mat1on: 734.4871050 or 734.482. 1 866
27 Central Arizona Alumni Chapter
luncheon, 11 30 a.m. to 1 :30 p.m.,
Westin La Paloma, Tucson .
Reservations required
28 Central Arizona Alumni Chapter
reception, 6-8 p.m., The Ritz-Carlton
Phoenix. Reservations required

N E ED MORE DETAILS?

To R.S.V.P. or for more information
regarding these events (un less oth
erwise noted), contact the
Office for Alumni Relations at
734.487.0250 or e-mail
alumni.relations@emich.edu. For
the latest a l u m ni event information,
visit em ich.edu/alumni/calendar.

MARCH

1 Alumni Association general and
annual board meeting, 9 a .m , EMU
Foundation Building
4 Florida alumni and friends social,
6-8 p.m., The Waterfront Inn, The
Villages Reservations required
5 Alumni and friends attend Tigers vs.
Philadelphia Phillies game, 1 p m.,
Joker Marchant Stadium, Lakeland, Fla.

APRIL

5 AART volunteers assist with
Explore Eastern, 10 a.m., EMU Studert
Center

13-21 Alumni Travel Society,
Waterways and Canals of Hollanj and
Belgium. More 1nformat1on:
em1ch.edu/alumni/travel
26 Alumni Association Board cf
Directors' meeting, 9 a.m., EM J
Foundation Bu1ld1ng
27 Spring Commencement, Alumni
Booth, 8:30-10 a m. ( 1 0 a.m. ceremony_
and 1 2:30-2 p.m. (2 p.m. ceremcny),
Convocation Center

MAY

10 47th Annual Alumni Award�
Dinner, 6 p m ,Ypsilanti Marriott at
Eagle Crest

6 Florida alumni and friends social,
5-7 p . m , Hyatt Regency Sarasota.
Reservations required
7 Florida alumni and friends recep
tion. 6 - 8 p.m .. Hyatt Regency Coconut
Point, Bonita Springs. Reservations
required
7 Nominations due for 18th Annual
Teaching Excellence Awards
Nominate that special EMU teacher
who went above and beyond your
expectations. More information·
emich.edu/alumn1/awards
7 Applications due for Alumni
Association Scholarship. Children and
grandchildren of EMU alumni are eligi
ble to apply. More information.
em1ch edu/alumni/awards
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Chapter listings

More information: emich.edu/alumni/chapters

Chapter name

Contact

E-mail/Web

Jeff Humes ('04)
Geo-ge Eason ('88)

Phone

Accounting Alumni
Black Alumni

734.564.3518
313.657 .6050

Central Arizona Alumni
Chicago Alumni
Communication and Theatre � Alumni
Construction Management Aalumni
E-Club Alumni
Greek Alumni

Pau a Miller ('02)
Ste�hanie Davis ('04)
Patrick J. Barry, Jr. ('71, '73)
JarTEs Hogan ('92, '98)
Ed Mizinski ('76)
Gre: Nixon ('99)
Jenr ifer Rass ('93)

Historic Preservation Alumr i

Tarrrara Click ('03)

Huron Restoration Alumni
Kensington Valley Alumni
Latino Alumni
LGBT and Friends Alumni (I'.
Master of Business Adminis:ration Alumni
HSHROD Alumni (2)
Master of Public Administration Alumni
National Capital Alumni
Northern California Bay Are Alumni
Occupational Therapy Alum•i
Southern California Alumni

Ma}Tiard Harris ('53)
Jay 1ansen ('83)
Lorena Salazar ('98)
Michael Daitch ('75)
Roger Thayer ('85, '03)
Sue Gerten ('99, '03)
Dr. Don Koyluoglu
Mm Fettes ('86)
Ron�n Bose ('90)
Mar 5e Kirchner ('00)
Mar an Bliznik ('71, '76, '90)

jjhumes@gmail.com
georgeeason@sbcglobal.net
www.emuba.org
paula.miller@asu.edu
sdavis2@gmail.com
pjbsailor@earthlink.net
james@usconstruction-design.com
Miz30@comcast.net
gnixon29@gmail.com
maxjenn@aol.com
www.emugreekalumni.org
clickt@comcast.net
www.historicpreservationalumni.com
www.huronalumni.org
jhansen@gocoach.com
emu _latinoalumni@yahoo.com
michaeldaitch@yahoo.com
cob_mbaalumni@emich.edu
sgerten@comcast.net
sukru.koyluoglu@emich.edu
Mfettes4@comcast.net
ronen@bose.net
m_kirchnerl958@yahoo.com
mbliznik@yahoo.com

(1) Lesbian. Gay, Bisexual Transgender

480.730.2638
734.644.1868
734.427.0797
313.647.6216
517.548.2414
734.699.4297
248.414.6501
517.456.4282
517.423.7026
734.420.3386
3 13.478.4876
586.468.7001
734.552.4472
734.487.3 1 13
703.548.8826
408.423.9985
517.547.7248
949.729.8008

(2) Mas·er of Human Resource Management and Organizational Development
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And the winner is

E

MU cakes the b r o n z e : T h e C o u n c i l f o r
A d v a n c e m e n t a n d S u pport o f E d u c a t i o n
( C A S E ) recently r e c o g n i zed EMU with t h e
B ro n ze Award for " B e s t D i v e r s i t y Program,
A l u m n i R e l a t i o n s " i n the 2007 P r ide of
CASE V awards prese n ted D e c .
1 1 . The a w a rds honor excellence
in advancement programs a n d
c o m m u n i c a t i o n w i t h i n t h e largest
CASE d i s t r i ct in the w o r l d .
Congratulations c o EMU's Office for
A l u m n i R e l a t i o n s a n d B l ac k A l u m n i
C h a p t e r for orchestra t i n g the cultur
al e v e n t h osted May 3 at Detroit's
Charles H . Wright Museum of
Afri c a n A m e n c a n H i sto ry, which was
t h e b a s i s for the award. �

• ••

Wright on target:The program included a n e-mail invitation (top,
left); alumni ( bottom) enjoying each other and the surroundings.

3-t
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Alumni chapters
year 10 review
•

•

W

hat will 2008 hold for EMU
alumni chapters? "One need
only co look back at the past
year co see examples of all the ways that
their spine, involvement and hard work
have been paying off," said Ken Ruppel,
assistant director for alumni relations.
"When alumni with similar interests or
professional goals connect through chap
ters, great things happen." Here is a sum
mary of 2007 accomplishments:

Chapter

Alumni Chapter

:�.f

the Year

199.5, 200 -1, 2005 , 2007

E

Student outreach

Making a difference through omreach,
National Capital Alumni Chapter volun
teers helped co recruit new students at
area high school college fairs i n
Washi ngton, D.C. "Alumni tell our scary,
which makes a positive impact on deci
swns by prospective scudencs," said Tom
Borg ('79), Alumni Assooacion Board
member and coord inator of the Alumni
Admissions Recruitment Team (AART).
Chapters also actively supported current
students through such events as the
Historic Preservation Alumni Chapter's
new srndent welcome at Sherzer
Observatory, the Scholar Athlete Award
Dinner sponsored by the E-Club Alumni
Chapter, the Greek Awards Ceremony
sponsored by the Greek Alumni Chapter
and the Black Alumni Chapter's presenta
tion of "Young and Successful under 30"
program and ongoing student mentoring
at the Undergraduate Symposmm.
"Now is a great rime co become an
active member of one of our alumni chap
ters," said Enc Brown, EMU Alumni
Association president-elect. "There are
many benefits co alumni, and i t feels good
co give back co EMU."
Events/alumni outreach

Alumni chapters hosted more than 34
events, engaging alum01 at small dinners
throughout Arizona, golf outings at Eagle
Crest Golf Course, educational and aware
ness programs on EMU's campus and foot-

One for the thumb? EMU's Black Alumni Chapter built on its momentt.m with
a fourth "Chapter of the Year" award, presented at Homecoming Oct. 27.
Enjoying the victory were: (back, from left) Eric Brown ('03); Caroline Sarders
('97, '02); George Eason ('89), chapter president; Aiyana Hamilton ('02); and
Clarissa Russell ('00); (front, from left) Latonya Edwards ('04), Sha'ron TroVis ('05)
and Gregory Henderson ('06).
ball viewing parries in Washington, D.C.,
and California. Chapters continued to
prove chat events noc only connect people,
buc impact and improve lives.
"Our chapter events allow employers,
graduates and faculty co connect, promot
ing employment and internship opportuni
ties for EMU students," said Jeff Humes
('04), Accountmg Alum01 Chapter presi
dent. Tamara Click ('03), president of the
Historic Preservation Alumni Chapter,
added: "Our alumni provide current stu
dents with advice and supplemental educa
tion, while alumni benefit from the afford
ably priced sessions."
Many chapters also held Homecoming
events. "Our afterglow cabaret featured
alum01 singing, dancing, comedy and
magic, serving as rhe perfect post-game cel
ebration co round our Homecoming week,"
said Par Barry ('7 1, '73), CommunJCation
and Theatre Arcs Alumni Chapter president
and Alumni Association Board member.
The Office for Alumni Relations collab
orated with the Black Alumni Chapter co
sponsor an event ac the Charles H. Wnght
Museum of African Amencan History. This

event earned EMU the Bronze f_ward for
"Best Diversiry Program" from che Coun:::il
for Advancement and Sup;:,ort of
Education. (see story, page 34).
Scholarships

EMU alumni chapters have a long his
tory of giving back co students, said Darryl
Sczepanski, the EMU Foundation's execu
tive director and vice president for
advancement. Last year marked ontinued
growth in student scholarship aid - 10 no
small pare due co chapter fuodraismg
efforts. The Construct1on Maragement
Alumni Chapter led the way ir chapter
scholarships; six students received aid from
its Dr. John Weeks endowment l 1St fall
The Latino, Hiscoric Preservc.tion and
Greek Alumni chapters also sup?<)rted or
And
rhe
awarded
scholarships.
CommunJCation and Theatre Arr: Alum01
Chapter was instrumental in creat ng the P.
George Bird Endowed Scholarshii: and rais
ing more than $ 10,000 for it. Of course, all
EMU chaprers share pride in tht Alwnni
Association Scholarship Fund, wl:- ich grew
more than 6 percent lase year. �
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Newly inducted Golden Years Society members from Eastern Michigan College's Class of 1957 prouoly display their
medallions. They were honored during Homecoming week. Pictured are (standing, left to right) Ron Camillo, Kenneth
Tunison, Richard Wyer, Pauline ( Menoutes) Mandelaris, Barbara (Rydholm) Attard, Bob Halle, Chester Roger&, Jerry
Coscarelly, James Moore, Dick Arlen, Arlene (Hasler) Hawarny; (seated, left to right) Ann (Hoise) Bailey, Joyce
(Johnson) Seaman, Mary Williams, Edwina (Baker) Burgett, Joyce (Petzold) Nelson, Lois MacDonald, Miriam (Stelzer)
Hofland, Jane (Knapp) Arndt, Yelen (McDowell) Edmonds, Margaret (Duyck) Wiseman, Dolores (Pizzuti) Drawbaugh.

Help EMU identify
best, brightest

D

o you know an oucscandmg high school
or college student rhmkmg of srarting or
transferring ro a four-year university who
would be an asset ro EMU? Then take the time
ro make that individual known ro the Alumni
Admissions Recruitment Team (AART).
Maybe yoLLt child's babysitter has really good
grades. Maybe you have friends who have out
standmg high school-age children who are
beginning ro think about college. Here are
rwo ways you can connect these prospects ro
E1'CTJ: call 800-GO- TO-EMU and pass on the
details or visit emich.edu/alumrn/aart. Scroll to
che secnon nrle<l "What are the ways I can be
involved," chen click on opcion #1 (identify a
hoc prospect) and follow the prompts to enter
the contact information.

lMU launches advocacy group

Eastern Michigan Uni
versHy has recently formed
the EMU Caucus, a legisla
ci ve advocacy group estab
lished co promote 1cs policy
objectives m Lansing and
Washington, D.C.
In today's budget and
compec1cive environments,
having a strong community
of insntutional advocates 1s
critical for secut1ng resources. EMU is
looking for alumm who wane co help rhe
University remam a world-class, compre
hensive university.
In rhe commg weeks and months, EMU
will be pursuing a number of public policy
objectives in Lansing and the nation's cap-

ital chac are absolutely vital
co ics long-cerm develop
ment as well as chat of the
region. A renovation of
Pray-Harrold, mill ions of
dollars in pending federal
grant proposals and new
m1tiarives co help revitalize
rhe local economy all
depend on the collective
ability co effectively advo
cate. le is an effort chat cannot succeed
without active support.
A video message is available (see URL
below) chat more fully explains che ration
ale behind the EMU Caucus. To learn more
about EMU's legislative pt1oric1es, please
visit emich.edu/govrelations.

To view the video, visit emich.edu/govrelations/emucaucusjs.php.
:lu
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G U I DE TO D E G R E E S
Bachelor of Arts

B.A.
B.S.
B.A.E.
B.B.A.
B.B.E.
B.F.A.
B.M.

Bachelor of Science

Bachelor of Art Education
Bachelor of Business

Administration

Bachelor of Business Education

Bachelor of Fine Arts
Bachelor of Music

B.M.E. Bachelor of Music Education
B.M.T.

B.S.N.
M.A.
M.F.A.
M.S.

Bachelor of Music T h erapy

Bachelor of Science in Nursing

Master of Arts

Master of Fine Arts

Master of Science

M.S.W. Master of Social Work

M.S.N. Master of Science in Nursing

M.B.A. Master of Business
Administration

M.B.E. Master of Business Education

M.L.S.
M.O.T.
M.P.A.

Master of Liberal Studies

Master of Occupational Therapy
Master of Public Administration

M.M.E. Master of Music Education

S.P.A.
Etl.D.
Ph.D.

Specialist of Arts

Doctorate of Education

Doctorate of Philosophy

SHARE YO U R N EWS WITH U S

Do you have news about an accomplishment
yc,u want to share with fellow alumni? Send it
electronically by using our online form. Or you
can send it through regular mail, but be sure to
in::lude name, address, city/state/ZIP, e-mail
address and telephone number. Please list the
degree you earned and the year you graduated.
t,,,lail to: Eastern Michigan University, Office
for Alumni Relations, 1349 S. Huron St.,
Suite 2, Ypsilanti, Michigan, 48197.

Send us your photo, too. We pre
fer color prints or high-resolu
tion digital color images. For
faster delivery, use our online
submission form (see URL
below).

emich.edu/alumni/association/classnotes

Editor's note: All locations in
Closs Notes ore in Michigan,
unless noted othe,wise.
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ELIZABETH SNOW (B.S. '53) was
named the "2007 Woman of
Achievement" by the GFWC
Marlette Women's Club.
DONALD A .
KLEINSMITH (B.A.
'56, M.A. '58)
received the
"Honorary Alumni
Award" from Adrian
College. The award
honors individuals
who have shown extraordinary
loyalty and affection for the col
lege, where he has worked since
1970.

JON SCHRINER (B.A. '59) was
recently recognized for 44 years of
service to Flushing Community
Schools as a board member, com
munity leader and physician to its
sports teams.
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DOTIIE KELTY (B.S. '63) is a finan
cial center manager for Citibank in
Roseville, Calif.

KARL H. HEISE (B.A.
'64) has been a pro
fessor of Spanish
and coordinator of
Spanish study
abroad at
Minnesota State
University,
Mankato, since 1976. In 2006, the
North Central Council of Latin
Americanists honored him with its
highest recognition, the Award of
Merit, "for outstanding achieve
ment in bringing to the general
public a greater awareness of the
nations, peoples, and cultures of
Latin America'.'
MITZI MANNING (B.S. '65) was
ordained a deacon in full connec
tion in the United Methodist
Church.

GEORGE SCHROEDER (B.S. '66,
M.A. '67) is the legislative 3uditor
for South Carolina. He is the
longest-serving state leg is ative
auditor in the United States.

TERRY SEDLAR (B.A. '66) is princi
pal at Northeastern Elementary
School for the Hastings Area
School System.
ANN PORTENGA (B.A. '67) retired
from Gates Elementary Sc1ool in
Davison Community Schools after
44 years as an educator.

TOM RUNDQUIST (B.S. '67, M.A.
'69) owns the publishing corpora
tion Nova Media Inc.
MARYBETH ROOSE (B.S. '69,
S.P.A. '83) is the community edu
cation director for Howell Public
Schools.

HAROLD SIMONS
(B.S. '69, M.S. '71)
retired from Ann
Arbor Public
Schools after 28
years. He taught
physical education
and coached basket
ball and golf in the district as we I
as at EMU for 10 years, and was
inducted into the E-Club Athletic
Hall of Fame in 1978.
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ARTEMIS ALEX (B.B.E. '70 , M.B.E.
'76) has been a business educator
forYpsilanti Public Schools since
1971. She was recently awarded
the 2006-07 Mercedies Wauddy
Humanitarian Award by the
Ypsilanti High School student
council.
THOMAS THIERY (M.A. '70) is a
watercolor artist whose artwork
was recently featured in the
Croswell Opera House's Art
Gallery in Adrian.

STEVE JORDAN (B.S. '71) is an
attorney at the Rothman Gordon
law firm in Pittsburgh, Pa .. where
he has practiced law since 1976.
He was recently included in the
2008 edition of Best Lawyers in
America for Labor & Emp.'oyment
Law.
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DOING
IT BY
THE BOOK
Responses to our
alumni authors cover
age continue to inspire
- as well as fill our in
boxes. To make sure a
book you authored or
co-authored gets men
•• •
tioned, it helps to follow
these guidelines: send us your
contact information, including
e-mail address; a copy of the book or a high-resolu
tion image of the jacket cover; and some brief
biographical information to: Exemplar, 1 5 Welch
Hall, Ypsilanti, Ml 48197. Or send it al l via e-mail to
exemplar@emich.edu.

�••

\�(.--'·��
John
Coralie Cederna

son

A Tree Grows in Trout Creek,
by Coralie Cederna Johnson
(M.L.S. '01 ). Johnson brings
Michigan's rugged, isolated
and enchanting Upper
Peninsula to life, returning to
her growing-up years in the
1940s and '50s with this new
coming-of-age collection of
stories. She has four grown
children and, with her hus
band Jim, lives in Ypsilanti.
$12.95, Wildwood Press

Up North Dream:The G uide
for Moving to Northern
Michigan, by Andrew
La Pointe (B.B.A. '91 ). This
book - LaPointe's seventh - is
for your inner 'Yooper.' The
finance major-turned-stock
brocker offers a step-by-step
approach to moving "Up
North"and enjoying all that it
has to offer - much as he has
since 1992. He is an inventor
and owner of two businesses.
$14.95, Lapte Enterprises, Inc.

Reiki And Spiritual Growth, by
John F. C h ristian (B.S. '63,
M.A. '67). The book is a result
of years of Reiki practice and
teaching. (Reiki is a form of
spiritual practice used as a
complementary therapy.) He
and his wife are volunteers
for hospices in Pennsylvania
and Florida, where they live in
the best of both worlds.
$18.95, Outskirts Press

The Gift in the Blue Box (How
I Got Myself a Great
Husband), by Millicent
Hamilton-Kakowski (B.S. '73,
M.A. '85) "The Bachelor;' dat
ing dot.com and dating ads
may work for some, but
Hamilton-Kakowski shares her
personal story on how to get
God involved in finding a per
fect mate. She is a 25-year
teacher and daughter of the
late Theo Hamilton (see story,
page 16).
$12.99, AuthorHouse

Blueprint for

Exceptional

Writin

Blueprint for Exceptional
Writing, co-authored by
Jennifer A. Fontenot (B.S. '78,
M.A. '82, S.P.A. '88). Designed
to help teachers teach expres
sive writing in interactive and
exciting ways built around
research-based strategies.
Fontenot is an adjunct faculty
member in EMU's Department
of Special Education. Co-author
Karen Carney is an associate
professor in the department.
$30.99, Pearson Allyn/Bacon

:rn
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He Is Not Left Behind . . . He Is
With Me, co-authored by
Brenda A. Jenkins (M.L.S.,
'98). This latest edition hand
book includes exercises and
suggestions for parents, teach
ers and mentors working with
youth in achieving their full
academic potential. Jenkins is
a motivational speaker and
chief executive of ARIEL
Connections.
$9.99, PriorityONE
Publications

t' oi
An lnspr nng StOf"
-FREE WEIG�l lOSSI
OIEJ-FREE. GUILT

Water with Lemon, by Zonya Foco, R.D. (S.S. '87). Foco co-authors this health novel with its
story of d iet-free, g u ilt-free weight loss. It is a personal journey woven intc an insphng
story with characters easy to relate to. The book models the emotional cha lenge of turning
"knowing" into "doing" when it comes to gaining health. It offers common sense - not
new-tad nonsense. Foco delivers more than 50 keynote speeches a year across the ::ou ntry.
Her P13S program, "Zonya's Health Bites;' airs in more than 1 20 markets m,tionwide..
Detroit's PBS affiliate airs the series at 1 p.m. Saturdays. $1 6.95, ZHI Publis,ing
Lickety-Split Meals, by Zonya Foco. Zonya's 400-page cookbook contains fas-, healthy- recipes
orgar ized by length of preparation time. The book is self-standing and featu -es an ea3y-to
use fl p-chart design and a wipe-erase menu planner.
$24.9.5, ZHI Publishing

items can be purchased at sports apparel stores throughout
southeast Michigan, three locations give you the greatest selec
tion of clothing and non-clothing items. Those locations

are:
• Office for Alumni Relations' Web site at
emich.edu/alumni/merchandise. Buy here and a
percentage of your bill benefits the Alumni
A£sociation Scholarship Fund and other pro
gnmming initiatives.
• The EMU Bookstore inside the EMU
StJdent Center. Call 734.483.2850 for operating
hours or visit emich.bkstr.com.
•The Com petitive Edge Pro Shop, the
Ur iversity-owned clothing store inside the Rec/lM
1

BLilding. Call 734.487.4204for winter sa mester operating
IH
11 ti "'
h ours. �
1,11

Hedge Funds Demystified. by
Scott Frush (B.B.A. '94). Fru3h's
newest book explains the b3sics
of hedge fuoos and provices
methods for evaluation, strategies
for investing and outlines s-eps to
i ncorporate hedge funds i1to your
portfolio. Features end-of-::ilapter
quizzes and a final exam ! -be
book recentl·1 received CF:4.
Magazine's '1\/lost Investor
Oriented" av,ard.
$14.95, McG -aw-Hill

EDNA CHAVIS (B.A. 72) is an
adjunct professor at Lincoln
University in Jefferson City,
Mo.
THOM FLAMBOE (B.S. 72) is
an assistant professor of arts
and sciences at Presentation
College in Aberdeen, S.D.
JEFF STABNAU (B.S. 73) is a
sales manager for Real Estate
One in Ann Arbor.
PAULA SNYDER (B.S. '74)
recently released a music CD
titled "Renewed'.'
RONALD L.
BATORY (M.A.
75) received
Adrian
College's
" D i stingu ished
Alumni Award'.'
He is president
and chief operating officer of
Consolidated Rail Corp.
TOM BUSZEK (B.S. 76) is
dean of Southwestern
Michigan College's Niles Area
campus. He was recently
honored by the college's
board of trustees for five
years of service.
JAYLEE LYNCH (B.S. 76, M.A.
'83) is principal of St. Mary
Catholic School in Wayne.
ANDREW PARIS (B.S. 76,
M.S. '78) teaches drafting and
AutoCAD at Focus: HOPE. He
previously taught computer
based classes at several col
leges and has published 52
articles on various aspects of
building radio-controlled
model ships.
HAROLD BUSHFIELD (M.B.A.
77) is a consultant with
Bushfield and Associates in
Harrison City, Pa. He was
recently honored with a 2007
ASTM International Award of
Merit and accompanying title
of fellow, the highest society
recognition for individual
contributions to standards
activities.
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DENNIS REES (B.S. '77) is a
sixth-grade social studies
teacher i n the Peoria
Unified School District in
Glendale, Ariz. Rees is one
of two teachers i n the coun
try awarded a Grosvenor
Fellowship, which a llowed
him to travel to the
Galapagos Islands. He also
received a $3,000 honorari
um.
KATHLEEN
KILLGORE
(B.B.A. '78) is
the regional
vice president
of the Midwest
claims service
center for
Harleysville Insurance.
VICKIE BROCKMAN-HALL
(B.B.A. 79) is vice president
of human resources for the
Midwest Division of Comcast
Cable.

MARION CHARD (B.S. 79) is
owner of Alger Market in
Alger. She is also the official
historian of the VI Corps
Combat Engineers WWII.

DR. RICHARD N. ROBB (B.A.
'79) was inducted into the
Ypsilanti High School Class of
2007 Hall of Fame. He is a
former member of the E M U
Board o f Regents.
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DENNIS KNAPP (B.B.A. '82) is
president and chief executive
officer of Cameron Memorial
Community Hospital in
Angola, Ind.
LAURIE BROKAW (B.S. '83)
received the "Individual Civil
Rights Award" from the
North Carolina Natural
Resource Conservation
Service (NRCS). The award
recognizes individuals who
have made a significant con
tribution to the NRCS in civil
rights program delivery.

MICHAEL HAWKS (B.B.A. '83)
is an executive board mem
ber of Governmental
Consultant Services, Inc.,
which was recently named
Lansing's most effective
m ulti-client lobbying firm.
Hawks also finished among
the top-fou r individual most
effective lobbyists in the
same survey.

DAN DORAN (B.S. '86) is a
saxophone and beginning
clarinet instructor at the
Community Music School in
Hastings.

ALISON LIGHTHALL (B.S.N.
'83) founded HAND2HAND
CONTACT, a nonprofit organi
zation that educates civilians
on the psychosocial impact
war has on soldiers. For more
information, visit
hand2handcontact.org.

ROBERT HARRIS (B.S. '86) is
d i rector of parks and recre
ations in Hamilton, Ohio.

_,.....,:r"""_

BLAIRE MILLER
(B.A. '83)
became a glob
al financial con
sultant for the
I nternational
Services Group ____,,'--'........_.
at the Detroit
office of Virchow, Krause &
Company, LLP, an accounting
and consulting firm.

RICHARD P. NAUGHTON (B.S.
'84, M.A. '89) is superintend
ent of the Huron School
District in New Boston.
STEVE CHOATE (B.B.A. '85) is
a sales agent in the Adrian
office of Edward Surovell
Realtors.
LINDA CONDRA (B.S. '85)
was named partner at
Heggeness, Sweet,
Simington & Patrice, a law
firm in San Diego, Calif.
SANDRA DAULTON
SHAUGHNESSY (M.F.A. '85)
is the ceramic studio manag
er and instructor at Edina Art
Center and an instructor at
the Northern Clay Center in
Minneapolis.
RUSSELL THOMAS (B.B.A.
'85) is executive vice presi
dent and chief operating offi
cer at Continental Plastics Co.
in Fraser.

ANDREW G. GIELDA (B.A.
'86) is principal of Christa
McAuliffe Middle School for
BangorTownship Schools in
Bay City.

NOREEN THOMAS (M.A. '86)
is district provost for Edison
College in Fort Myers, Fla.
She also serves as chief oper
ating officer.
MARSHALL BILODEAU (B.S.

'88) is a senior associate with
Spicer Group, Inc., in
Saginaw.

ESTHER BRYANT-WEEKES
(B.S. '88) was appointed by
Gov. Jennifer Granholm as a
judge of Detroit's 36th District
Court.
JONATHAN CAMPBELL (M.S.
'88) is interim executive vice
president and chief academic
officer of Walsh College.
WILLIAM J. GOEN (M.S. '88)
was appointed d i rector of IT
operations for Netlink, a tech
nology and business process
solutions provider.
JOYCE TREPPA (B.S. '88) is
deacon at Christ Episcopal
Church in Detroit. She is also
a spiritual care counselor at
St. John Hospice in Garfield
Township.
ROBERT BELLEMAN (B.S.
'89) is city manager of Bay
City. He was recently named
the 2007 " Executive of the
Year" by the Saginaw Valley
Chapter of the International
Association of Administrative
Professionals.
JULIE SKEEN (B.S. '89, M.A.
'91) is the communication
and leadership coaching con
sultant for the physician
group of Kaiser Permanente
i n Georgia.
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DOREEN BYRNE (B.S. '91,
M.A. '96) was named Livonia

Public Schools' "Elementary
Teacher of the Year:'

ANDY
LAPOINTE
(B.B.A. '91) is

owner of
Traverse Bay
Farms. His
company
recently won
four top prizes for the best
tasting salsa in the America's
5est Food Show competition.
SHANNON JANECZEK (B.S.
'92) is a marketing executive

for Nelson Publishing and
Marketing in Northville.

BRYAN KIDD (B.S. '92) is a

i::hysical therapist at West
Shore Medical Center in
Manistee.

DAWN HACHENSKI (B.F.A.
'93) is an associate professor

c,f graphic design at James
Madison University in
Harrisonburg, Va. She also
co-owns Hopscoth Studio, a
creative collaborative incor
porating print, Web, interior,
exhibition design and archi
tecture.

KATHARINE DENHAM (B.B.A.
'94) was recently promoted to

senior manager, law enforce
rient sector, for BearingPoint,
Inc. BearingPoint is a global
management and technology
consulting company in
Mclean, Va.

JAMES GRASER (B.S. '94)

was promoted to senior man
cger of customer service
operations for the southeast
crea of Verizon Wireless.
ATIICUS SUMNER (B.S. '94)

f::Junded Cottonwood
Cloggers more than 20 years
ego. The group travels and
performs Irish clog dances as
well as gives lessons.

LYNN VIDLER (B.S. '94)

received an MBA from
Southern New Hampshire
University. She works at
Mystic Valley Elder Services,
Inc., in Boston, Mass.

PAUL BARBAS (B.S. '95) is co
owner of OPA! Coney and
Grill in Traverse City.

RONALD W. RICE, JR. (B.S.
'95) is co-owner of the

Woodward Restaurant in
downtown Detroit. He is also
director of business relations
forThe Urban Innovation
Group, a Detroit-based real
estate development company
and a former member of the
Detroit Lions' football team.
DARA MUNSON (B.S. '96) is

chief executive officer of the
metro Detroit chapter of Big
Brothers/Big Sisters, a youth
mentoring organization.

LATOSKA PRICE (M.S. '96) is

a senior technical service spe
cialist in the performance
chemicals for coatings divi
sion of BASF in Wyandotte.
She currently serves as a
member of the EMU Alumni
Association Board of
Directors.
JOSEPH SALERNO (B.S. '96)

is a science teacher at
Bronson High School for
Bronson Community Schools.

TERRY SEDLAR (B.A. '96) is

the principal at Northwestern
Elementary School for the
Hastings Area School System.

DEBBIE
WILLIAMS
(M.S.W. '96)

teaches under
graduate
human services
courses at the
University of
Phoenix. She is a social work
er for a public social services
agency in Orange County,
Calif.

ELIEZER GUAJARDO (B.S.
'97) was promoted to super

visory border patrol
agent/COi at the United
States Border Patrol
Academy.

HEATHER PASTOR (B.S. '97)

is marketing manager of
Manheim's Daytona Auto
Auction.

KIMBERLY SAKS (B.S. '97,
B.A. '03) is an associate at

Klimist, McKnight, Sale,
McClow & Canzano P.C., a
law firm in Southfield.

NORA VENTURELLI (M.F.A.
'97) is an art teacher at EMU

and the University of
Michigan.

TED WARTHMAN (B.S. '97)

was promoted to public safe
ty commander for the
Farmington Public Safety
Department.

CHARLOTIE DEMATIEO
LENCIONI (B.S. '98) is the

crime analyst for the Livonia
Police Department.

EDWARD GIVENS, JR. (B.S.
'98) is serving in the U.S.

Navy as a lieutenant in the
Dental Corps.

RACHEL HONOWAY (B.B.A.
'98) is vice president of mar

keting for Affiliate Classroom,
a leading publisher of educa
tional tools for interactive
marketers.
KELLY NELSON (M.A. '98,
M.F.A. '02) teaches drawing,

printing and art education at
Longwood University in
Farmville, Va.

JIM SCHLINSOG (M.A. '98) is

the first director of residence
l ife and housing at Indiana
University Southeast.

KENNETH VANSUMEREN
(B.S.N. '98) recently became a

physician's assistant at
Midland Hospitalists, LLC at
Mid Michigan Medical Center
Midland.
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ADAM FINCH (B.B.A. '00) is

co-owner of RFC Financial
Planners, a comprehensive
financial planning and invest
ment management business
in Ann Arbor.

SARAH LUCAS (B.S. '00) is a

regional planner for the
Community Housing Choices
program for the Northwest
Michigan Council of
Governments.
MICHAEL RAUTIOLA (B.B.A.
'00) is co-owner of RFC

Financial Planners, a compre
hensive financial planning
and investment management
business in Ann Arbor.
PAUL SALAH (B.S. '01, B.S.
'01, M.A. '03) is principal at

Marshall Middle School for
Wayne- Westland Community
Schools.
VICTOR SWANSON (B.B.A.
'01) is owner of Biggie's Fine

Foods in Ypsilanti.

PATRICK MONTI ( M . L.S.
'02) recently graduated from

the 229th session of the
Federal Bureau of
Investigation's Natioral
Academy. Monti is the patrol
division commander of the
Farmington Hills Police
Department.

TARYN REID (B.S. '02) is the
director of marketing and
development for the United
Cerebral Palsy Association of
Metropolitan Detroit.
MEGAN WELLMAN (B.F.A.
'02) illustratrated the chil

dren's book This Babe So
Small.

TAWANNA WILSON (B.S. '02)

is a math teacher at Heritage
High School for Saginaw
Township Community
Schools.

ALEX MILSHTEYN (B.B.A.
'03) is resident sales manager

of the Arlington Square office
of Edward Survovell Realto 0s.
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Ken 'Red' Simmons ('33) still setting
the pace and clearing hurdles at 98
"What makes a runner besides ability) It's leverag::
(through anatomy)," said Simmons, who was inducred int)
the E-Club Athletic Hall of Fame i n 1978. (He has als)
served on the EMU Alumni Association Board of Directors )
"All the girls I coached used weights before the;
were acceptable (as a firness technique)," he said. Doin3
so fueled success for athletes like Francea Kracker
Goodridge, rhe first nacive
born Michigan woman co
win a place on the United
States Olympic team (in
1972.) Goodridge credited her success to Si:nmon:'
overall training for strength and flexibil ity. Ocher
successful athletes who beneficed from his ceachin.i;s
were Penny ear, captain of the 1992 U.S. Olympi=
ream, and Lisa Larsen (Weidenbach) Rainsberger, cl1=
first woman to win the Bosron Marathon.
In 1 960, Simmons founded che women's crac.c
and field program ar U-M, and in 1976, scarred cl1=
first Ann Arbor's women's crack and field club - caJed d1=
Michigammes - with seven girls, including Goodridge. I�
was i nspi red ro start the program after seeing che A:nerica._,
women's crack and field team perform poorly at the 196•)
Olympics. The club evolved to became a varsiry ream in 1 97E,
spurred on by che passage of regulations clarifying Title IX, a
1972 federal law calling for equal treatment of men an,J
women "under any education program or activity receivin3
Federal financial assistance."
The U-M women's ream went on co win seven nariona:l
championships and 1 9 state championships among ocher
awards. Before Title IX, no nationally recognized intercolle
giate competition existed for women.
S immons' relentless drive comes from years of intense com
petition and training. "It makes you more of a compericor an.J
fighrer in everyday life," Simmons said. His drive starred earl,1
as he faced economic hardships for most of his youth and i,
college. He grew up poor and his parents had little formal ed1.r
cation. But "their lack of schooling didn't scop them froo
instilling values of respecr for people and to know and Stai'

By Kin1herly
Sandoval

lli

Simmens points proudly co a picture showcasing
shot of hi, life's work: an i mage of the University
f Mich igan's first women's track and field team.
ot only was Simmons (MSNC '33) the team's first
coacl:. he spearheaded the sport during a time nationally when
women's sports were barely recognized or respected.
Sir.imons, now 98 and living in A. nn Arbor, spent most of
h i , !if:! overcom ing career a:id personal obstacles. Those expe
riences, first as a harJ-scrabbled scudenc-achlere ar Mic:iigan
Sore �formal College and lacer as a coach at U-M, made suc
cess so::cond nature co h i m . He conveyed his knowledge and
ex_1Jeriences co scores of female achleces during decades of
coach:ng.
"I attribute my success partly co the srudy of anacomy. Ir
has inproYed everything I've done and my coaching, coo,"
Si.:nrn::ms said. The 1933 MSNC 6 raduare learned the funda
mentc:ls of anacomy from legendary EMU coach Elton J.
Rynearson. By applying rhe principles of th.is subject co
1
sport;;., i t changed r:or only h i s l i fe as an :c.chlece but also rhe
lives c,f the studenc-achletes he would coach.

continued on next page
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Simmons, continued from page 43

true to yourself," Simmons said.
He would overcome those barriers through athletic
achievement. A grade school reacher was the first ro recog
nize his athletic talent and encouraged Simmons' parents ro
send him ro high school. "I might nor have gone ro high
school if ir weren't for him," Simmons said.
Simmons, who grew up in Redford, Mich., first srarrecl
running in seventh grade and later became a champion ath
lete at Redford High School. He ran track, was captain of the
football ream and even came up with che name of the high
school's sport ream, "the Huskies."
"As a freshman, I could be on varsity. I inherited a speed
(that) l could do without thinking," said Simmons. His run
ning was on at extremely advanced level and was achieved
wirhour much training. As a result, Lloyd Olds, track coach
at MSNC, contacred Simmons in 1 929 about attending in
Ypsilanti. Simmons would nor have been able ro afford col
lege if for the generosity of a Detroit principal who loaned
him the money. Simmons' only means of rransporrarion ro
Ypsilanti was ro hi tchhike.

ince he could nor buy any books, Simmons' grades
suffered. At one poi nt, he faced expulsion by
S
President Charles McKenny. Bur after he won rhe
interclass track meer, Olds and others encouraged
rhe president ro give Simmons another chance.
Olds helped Simmons find a way ro pay for school by
cleaning mars and washing windows and floors. "In those
clays, you didn't have scholarships," Simmons said. In his
spare rime from school and work, he traveled ro major track
and field competitions and ran individually and on a relay
ream. The pinnacle of his college career was competing in the
Penn Relays and qualifying for rhe Olympic Trials in 1932,
where he ran 400 meters i n 54.2 seconds. "I hitchhiked ro
California ro compete, and i t rook almost six clays," Simmons
said. He placed sixth in the finals.
"There's an element of luck in everything, bur you have
gor ro keep on crying because anything can happen. I did my
very best, and that's rhe best 1 can do (and) that's the lesson
you rake our of crack sports," Simmons said.
Though Simmons is retired, he and his wife, Lois
Simmons, remain strong forces in the athletic community at
U-M, where rhey push co encourage academic excellence.
For Simmons, it remains a ll about pushing one's self in
every aspect of your l i fe. "Why did I do this or that or want
certain things' I'm now convinced i t was because of where I
was living and rhe conditions I lived i n . I saw how other kids
l i ved in high school, and we only had oil lamps and outhous
es," he said. "Ir was che desire ro get our of rhe 'mud' where we
lived. I was a poor kid who's got nothing. Bur as a star athlete,
you gor recognition," said Simmons. i;>
+t
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'03) was recently appointed
steel drums coordinator and
adjunct professor of steel
drums at Bowling Green State
University in Bowling Green,
Ohio. He is also the Web
designer for BGSU's College
of Musical Arts.
BRYAN STANBRIDGE (B.M.U.

was named the 2007
"=>aralegal of the Year" by the
American Association for
Justice.

NATALIE ANDRUS (M.L.S. '04)

RICHARD B.
ROBERTS, JR.
(M.F.A. '04) is an

es wood and metal shop at
Maple Valley High School for
Maple Valley Schools.

SARAH SEARS (B.B.A. '04,
M.S. '04) is a senior account

ant with the accounting firm
PricewaterhouseCoopers in
Tampa, Fla.

was awarded Certified Fraud
Examiner designation by the
Association of Certified Fraud
Examiners.
NATALIE VIDUSIC (B.B.A. '04)

is director of Lake Michigan
College's hospitality program.

CHRIS WOODRUFF (M.S. '04)

assistant pro
fessor of the
ater at Saginaw
Valley State
University.

«. ,.

ANDY ROMES (B.S. '04) teach

ALEXANDRA MISETA (B.B.A.
'05) is a marketing coordinator

at Stardock Corp., a software
company in Plymouth. She is
also an Arbonne consultant.

"'l

CORAL GIRL: JESSICA HORNBECK (B.S. '05) is a research

assistant for the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation
Commission - Fish and Wildlife Research Institute. She
assists with data assessment and collection for lobster moni
toring in the Florida Keys.

ANGELA
SIGGIA (M.A.
'05) is the
counseling
department
chairperson at
Trenton High
School for
Trenton Public Schools.
EDDIE DRUKIS (B.S. '06)
designed a nine-hole disc
golf course for EMU.
DAVID MCNAMARA (M.A.
'06) is a real estate agent with
TreeTown Realty. He recently
stc rted Hillwood Property
Management, which man
ages rental properties in Ann
Ar::>or and Ypsilanti.
WILLIAM L. PASOLA (B.S. '06)
was recently accepted into
the doctor of psychology pro
gram in clinical psychology at
Roosevelt University's down
town Chicago campus.
VICKIE
THOMPSON
SANDY (M.S.W.
'06) was pro
moted to vice
president of
services for
children and families at
Lutheran Social Services of
Michigan, Michigan's largest
pr'vate provider of child wel
fare services.
SARAH BIALOCK (B.S. '07) is
a kindergarten teacher in
Yuma, Ariz.
JOHN BOWLER (B.B.A. '07)
plays in the German
Bcsketball League.
ANDREA RUSSELL (B.S. '07)
teaches fifth grade for
Oscoda Area Schools.
DAVID SELEY (B.B.A. '07)
joined the Southfield office of
Grant Thornton as an associ
ate in the firm's assurance
practice.
KRISTINA ZIELINSKI (B.B.A.
'07, M.S. '07) joined the
Southfield office of Grant
Thornton as an associate in
the firm's assurance practice.

Alumni memoriams
Frances Webster Darby Loikow (B.A. '32) Washington, D.C., Aug. 1
Aden E. Mead (B.S. '38)Tecumseh, Feb. 26, 2005
John H. Goodsman (B.A. '39) Ypsilanti, Sept. 9
LoisW. Devers (B.S. '41) Sturgis, Sept. 1 5
Ellen M . Steele (B.S. '41) Sanibel, Fla., Nov. 22
Elliot R. Horton (B.S. '44) Morgantown, W.Va., Sept. 6
Alice 0. Milholland (B.S. '44) Portland, Ore., July 1 9
Loranetta Diebel (B.A. '45) Bronson, Oct. 1 5
William Chmelko (B.A. '51 ) Warren, Oct. 1 6
John G . McMurray ('51) Midland, Sept. 27
Paul W. Williams (B.S. '51) Ann Arbor, July 7
Maxine C. Wolfe (B.A. '51) Chelsea, Nov. 2 1
Lucille Jenkins-Dodge (B.S. '52, M.A. '56) Jackson, Aug. 25
Norma Olson (B.S. '52, M.A. '65) St Louis, Mo., Sept. 22
Carleen A. Parks (B.S. '541 Ann Arbor, Oct. 11
D.J. Askar (B.A. '58, M.A. '61) Copenhagen, Denmark, Aug. 2
Kenneth G. Santer (B.S. '58, M.A. '64, S.P.A. '69) M u nson, July 6
June Eastman (B.S. '59) Osprey, Fla., Aug. 10
Lawrence Fitzpatrick (B.S. '60, M.A. '63) Baton Rouge, La., Aug.4
Delmar R. Selvala (B.S. '60) Clarkston, June 27
James G. Baxter (B.S. '61) Lewiston, Ind., July 7
Margaret Decker (B.S. '61, M.A. '67) Flushing, Oct. 5
Joan E. Hill ('61) Port H u ron, July 26
Shirley A. Bright (B.S. '63, M.A. '68) Flat Rock, Sept. 9
Ortha Parmelee (M.A. '64) Monroe, July 28
Kenneth J. Samuelson (M.A. '64) Mayville, N.D., Nov. 1 4
Arlene V. Saalbach (B.S. '65) Ann Arbor, July 25
Carl Russell (M.A. '66) Memphis, Tenn., Sept. 1 6
Viola E . Weaver (M.A. '66) Reading, Sept. 1 9
Stanley Ayre (M.A. '68) Hale, J u l y 10
Jerry F. Basler (B.A. '68, B.S. '96) Westland, July 2
Jean K. Comstock (M.A. '69) Oakland, Calif., Nov. 13
William A. Floto Sr. (M.A. '69) Walled lake, July 27
Carol Y. Wells (B.A. '69) Salt Lake City, Utah, Aug. 5
Mary Whiting (B.S. '70) Grand Blanc, July 10
Michael J. Wolf (B.M.E. '70, M.A. '76) M i l lington, June 19
Charles VanWagner (S.P.A. '71 ) Ann Arbor, July 24
Douglas Weir (M.A. '72) Flint, Sept. 19
Raymond B. Voorhees (M.A. '73) Fort Pierce, Fla., Nov. 9
Joann C. Raab (B.S. '74) Ann Arbor, July 22
Shirley M. Drumm (B.S. '75) Onsted, Nov.19
Sharon M. Hartwick (B.A. '75, M.A. '75) Swartz Creek, Nov. 1 7
Richard J . Simms, Sr. (M.S. '75) Ann Arbor, Oct. 14
William L. Templin (M.A. '75) H inesburg, Vt., Aug. 2 1
Thomas A . Matthews (B.B.A. '76) Hoffman Estates, I l l . , Sept. 1 9
Joseph R . Starns (B.S. '78) Danville, I l l . , Aug.16
Joann Owens-Reed (M.A. '82) Maricopa, Ariz., Oct. 9
Margaret Russell (B.S. '83) Ann Arbor, Sept. 20
Harriet J. Freeman (M.A. '84) Flint, Nov. 13
Sheryl L. Eicholtz (B.S. '92) Ann Arbor, Aug. 14
Charles Novacek (M.A. '93) Detroit, July 13
Cassandra Talbert (B.S. '95, M.S.W. '02) F l i nt, Oct. 23
Joseph Conlin (B.S. '05) Belleville, Oct. 2 1
Paul M. Pinto (B.S. '05) Brighton, Oct. 20

Faculty,• staff
memonams

Donald Anderson,
the director of
access services at
EMU, died Dec.
25. He was 54. H e
was a n active
member of the
Michigan Association on Higher
Education and Disabilities, and
was a strong advocate for pro
viding access to higher educa
tion for individuals with disabili
ties
John Cecil McHale, a former vis
iting lecturer of business and
marketing from 1993-94, died
Oct. 10. He was 75.
Olga Nelson, a professor of
teacher education, died Dec. 6
while in hospice care. She was
65. A scholarship has been
established in her name. Nelson
came to EMU i n 1991. She used
the art of storytelling in her
classroom to connect with many
different groups.

Dario V. Ontiveros, who worked
more than 20 years as a senior
accountant, died Nov. 9. He was
71. Ontiveros came to E M U in
1969 as a n auditor. In 1974, he
was promoted to plant fund
accountant and moved to treas
ury accountant in 1978 before
retiring in 1992.
Ronald James Thornton
Saunders, a professor in the
former health, physical educa
tion, recreation and dance
(HPERD) department from
1963-97, died Oct. 6. He was 74.
Saunders received his bache
lor's deg ree in science from
E M U in 1963 and began as a
coach and teacher at Roosevelt
Laboratory School that same
year. In 1968, he became a fac
ulty member in HPERD and,
beginning i n 1969, served 1 6
years as chairman of the recre
ation division.
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21 Remembering King: Jeff Johnson, a
TV personality and social activist, is the
Martin Luther King, Jr. Luncheon speak
er His speech 1s titled " Unclaimed
Legacy· Who Will Lead the Next Social
Movement?" 10 a m., EMU Student
Center Aud1tonum
23 John Hett and Al Feldstein: John
Hett, editor and publisher of the Journal
of Madness, will speak on the history of
Alfred E. Neuman and on works from his
extensive collection. Al Feldstein, who
edited MAD magazine for almost 30
years, will talk about his decision to
showcase the character. 7:30-8.30 p m ,
Halle Library Aud1tonum

.IANUARY

7 Alfred, We Hardly Knew Thee: An
exhibition illum1nat1ng the history of
Alfred E. Neuman. Prior to 1 954, Alfreds
face appeared extensively in English anj
American cartoons, often as social coITT
mentary on 1mm1grants and the work1n;
class, as well as in advertisements
Similarly, the "What, Me Worry" slogar
of the MAD mascot, evolved from earlier
forms. The show consists of early
images of Alfred and images from the
MAD years. Through Feb 7 Ford Galler·,
12 Art Faculty Exhibition: This annual
event features the artwork of full-time
and adjunct faculty. Photography, pa1nt1ng, watercolor, printmaking, drawing,
graphic design, sculpture, textiles,
ceramics, metalsm1th1ng and mixed
media are represented. Through Feb. 1 5
University Art Gallery

I M PO RTANT N U M B E R S
EMU Ticket Office:

734.487.2282

EMU Theatre Box Office:

734.487. 1 22 1
Visit e m i c h . edu/cal e nd a rs

M O R E CALE N DA R S
A l u m n i news: Page 33
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25 Zero to eight hands:
Piano faculty members
Joel Schoenhals, Gank
Pedersen, Anne Beth
Ga1da, Kathryn
Goodson, ldil Ulgen and
department head David
Wo1ke take the stage of
Pease, playing a surpns1ng assortment of piano
repertoire for one to four players. This
concert 1s presented in support of the
department's All-Steinway School
I nitiative. 8 p.m , Pease Auditorium

FEBRUARY

3 Saxophone studio recital: Saxophone
students of Max Plank perform a variety
of works for soprano, alto, tenor and bari
tone. 4 p.m., Alexander Recital Hall
7 WikiWorld II: Larry Sanger, EMU
llbrara1n, speaks on "Wik1pedia,
Clt1zend1um and the Future of Online
Collaboration:· With a response by EMU
McAndless Professor Marshall Poe.
7 p.m., Student Center Aud1tonum
7 Porter Chair speaker: Deborah Meier
1s the second of three John W. Porter
Dist1ngu1shed Chairs 1n Urban Education
to lecture on campus. Her speech 1s
titled " Educating for What? The Struggle
for Democracy 1n Education." 7:30 p.m.,
Room 203, Porter Building

8 Symphony Orchestra: Kevin Miller
directs the Symphony Orchestra i n
Beethoven's groundbreaking Symphony
No. 6 " Pastorale." John Bogden, one of
two winners of the 2007-08 Concerto
and Ana Competition, performs
Prokofiev's Piano Concerto No 3.
8 p.m., Pease
8 Strutting: EMU Theatre presents "All
Night Strut," conceived and ong1nally
directed and choreographed by Fran
Charnas Directed by Wallace Bndges.
Feb. 8-9, 14-16, 7 p.m.; Feb. 10, 3 p m
Sponberg Theatre
11 Choral Invitational: E M U
sponsors a workshop for the
high school choral festival.
Ten high school choirs will
be 1nv1ted to perform their
district festival selections. 8
a m.-5 p m., workshop, 7
p.m .. concert. Pease
11 Jazz Ensemble: Donald
Babcock conducts the Jazz
Ensemble 1n a vaned program conta1n1ng some Jazz classics. 8 p m., Quirk
Theatre
12 Violin and piano: Concert with guest
violinist Kyoko Kash1wag1 and Joel
Schoenhals. 8 p.m., Alexander Recital
Hall
19 The Four Seasons: Exh1b1tion featur
ing work of 1 2 alumni and their art1st1c
responses to seasonal v1s1ts to the Jean
Noble Parsons Center. Through March
20. Un1vers1ty Art Gallery. Opening
reception: Feb. 19, 4-6 p.m.
19 Saxophone studio recital: E M U stu
dents of Max Plank present exceptional
works for the family of saxophones
7:30 p.m. :. Alexander Recital Hall
20 Jim Breuer in concert: Former
"Saturday Night Live" actor brings "Goat
Boy" and Joe Pesc1 1mpress1ons to town
7 p m . Student Center Auditorium

MARCH

4 Class in session: Vesta Daniel, profes
sor of art education at The Ohio State
University, speaks on "Community
Based Art Education as an Intricate Act:
For the People, By the People." 6:30
p.m., Halle Library Auditorium

6 WikiWorld II: Andrew Keen speaks on

"The Dangers of Wikipedia '.' With a
response by Marshall Poe. Part of a four
part series, 7 p.m., Student Center
Auditorium

7 Barry Manilow competition:

U ndergraduate music majors compete
for scholarship honors in this prestigious
annual recital competition. 4 p.m., Pease

Undergraduate Symposium XXVIII
The EMU Undergraduate Symposium returns for its 28th year
March 28 from 8:30 a.m. to 1 2 :45 p.m. at the EMU Student
Center. The one-day Symposium, hosted by the College of
Arts and Sciences, serves as a showcase of research and
creative academic excellence at EMU emphasizing a tradi
tion of outstanding student achievement. The annual event
has grown in both size and distinction since 1981. It is open
to undergraduates from a l l five colleges at E M U who
have been nominated by a faculty sponsor and recom
mended by the respective department. Learn more at
emich .edu/symposium.

13 Porter Chair speaker: Pedro Noguera
is the third and final speaker in the John
W Porter Distinguished Chairs in Urban
Education lecture series in 2007-08. He
is a professor at New York University and
executive director of the Metropolitan
Center for Urban education. 7:30 p.m.,
Room 203, Porter Building
28 Best of Brecht: EMU Theatre pres

ents " B recht on Brecht;• selections of
the work of Bertolt Brecht as edited by
George Tabori. Directed by Pirooz
Aghssa. March 28-29, April 3-5, 7 p.m.;
March 30, 3 p.m., Quirk

29 Symphony Orchestra alumni con
cert: Kevin Miller and the EMU

Symphony Orchestra invite alumni to
share in this special concert celebrating
its 77th season. 8 p.m., Pease

31 Far East art: "An Asian Journey:

10 Got Ethos? Second annual Ethos
Week by the College of Business gets
under way. Through March 14 . Week
kicks off with WJR Radio personality Paul
W Smith broadcasting his March 1 0
morning show live from the Gary M.
Owen College of Business Building
12The Exonerated. EMU Theatre pres
ents "The Exonerated;' by Erik Jensen
and Jessica Blank. Directed by Lee Stille.
March 12-15, 7 p.m.; March 16. 3 p.m.,
Sponberg

Collisions, Visions, Coexistence.'' In cele
bration of Asian/Pacific Islander
Heritage Month. Includes pas
tels, acrylic and watercolor
paintings from a diverse
group of Asian artists.
Through April 11. Ford Gallery

APRIL

5 Community dance
concert: The EMU dance

program hosts its annual
community dance day. Events
include master classes taught by
dance faculty and guest

artists, concluding with a 4 p.m. concert
highlighting southeast Michigan dance
studios and programs. General admis
sion: $6. 4 p.m., Pease

8 Art department honors Exhibition:

Honors students and scholarship recipi
ents from the Department of Art display
work in this exhibition. Awards are
announced at the reception. April 8, 1 4 25. Ford Gallery. Reception: April 14, 4-6
p.m., Ford Gallery

12 Jazz dinner dance: Dance with Al
Townsend's The Couriers and the E M U
Jazz Ensemble a t the 2008 Annual Jazz
Dinner Dance. Cost is $60 per person
and includes food and dancing. Cash bar.
Reserved tickets required: 734.487.0277.
6 p.m., EMU Convocation Center Atrium
12 Senior dance projects: Dance stu
dents premiere creative choreography in
this concert culminating their degree
program. Admission $5, available
only at the door. 8 p.m., Pease
28 Children's Art Showcase:

One of the delights of the exhi
bition year, this showcase fea
tures the artwork of the children
enrolled in EMU's Children's
Institute. The brightly colored
paintings and free-form sculptures are a feast for the eyes. A
silent auction will be held with all
proceeds benefiting the Family
Scholarship Fund. Through May 2.
Ford Gallery
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